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Figure 1. Location of Love Canal Emergency Declaration Area and the sampling areas used
in the Habitability Study. This map is modified from maps in Volume 3 of the Ha-
bitability Study Report (TRC. 1988).
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Introduction

On September 27, 1988,Commissioner of Health David Axelrod issued a decision on the
habitability of the Love Canal Emergency Declaration Area (EDA) (NYDOH, 1988). The deci-
sion was based on the application of criteria developed by the State and Federal governments
(CDC and NYDOH, 1986) to sampling data generated and interpreted in the Habitability Study
(TRC, 1988). Among other findings, the habitability decision concluded that the neighbor-
hoods east of the Love Canal and south of Colvin Boulevard (EDA 2 and 3) did not meet the
habitability criteria and therefore were "not suitable for normal residential use without reme-
diation of the contaminated soil" (see Figure 1 for a location map of the Love Canal, the EDA
and the sampling areas). Commissioner of Environmental Conservation Thomas Jorling has
stated that the State will remediate the non-habitable area (EDA 2 and 3) if necessary, and the
Department of Environmental Conservation (NYDEC) is prepared to evaluate this potential
remediation of EDA 2 and 3.

As noted in the habitability decision, EDA 2 and 3 are not habitable because soils there
contained levels of seven Love Canal Indicator Chemicals (LCICs) at statistically higher levels
than in comparison neighborhoods in Niagara Falls and EDA 4-7. These statistical differences
persisted when the comparisons were carried out on the data excluding the highest 10% of
each LCIC reported in the area, and the differences diminished or vanished when reported
valuef less than 1.0 or 2.0 ppb were excluded. Thus, these differences were found to be the
consequence of overall low levels of LCICs (median soil concentrations of less than 2.0 ppb)
found in EDA 2-3. Given this finding, remediation of soil in EDA 2-3 would be effective only if
all surface soils are addressed, and the more traditional approach of identifying "hot spots"
for remediation would not be effective.

The Habitability Study assessed levels of LCICs in the soil surface.1 A primary alterna-
tive for remediation is soil removal and disposal. Removal of 12 inches of soil from the 81-
acre EDA 2-3 area would produce about 80,000 cubic yards (cy) of soil for disposal, and
removal of 3 or 6 inches would generate about 20,000 cy or 40,000 cy of soil, respectively, for
disposal. Potential explanations for the LCIC levels found in the EDA (NYSDOH, 1988)2 sug-
gested that contamination could be limited to surface soils less than 12 inches deep. The
removal of 3 or 6 inches of soil would be considerably less disruptive to the neighborhood
and less difficult and costly to implement than the removal of 12 inches of soil. Therefore, this
study was designed to determine whether removal of 3 or 6 inches would be adequate re-
mediation for EDA 2 and 3.

Alternative remediation was considered and included treatment of the top 12 inches of
soil, covering the entire area with 12 inches of topsoil without removal, and removing the

1 The depth of soil samples in the habitability study was 12 inches for 75% of samples and at least 7 inches for
all samples (TRC. 1988, Vol V, p. 5-7).

2 NYDOH (1988) considered four possible pathways for movement of chemicals from the Love Canal to the EDA:

1.
2.
3.
4.

migration through permeable surface soils including utility lines,
surface runoff of leachate along swales and through storm sewers,
airborne transport and precipitation of chemical gasses and contaminated fugitive dust, and
use of contaminated soil from the Love Canal as fill in the EDA.

The pattern of contamination that was found in EDA 2 and 3 is most consistent with airborne transport and
deposition/precipitation from the Love Canal particularly during the period of active dumping (1942-1953).

EDA23RPT.txt 5/8/91



surface soil and replacing it with topsoil (EC Jordan, 1991). Treatment alternatives were not
considered to be feasible, and covering the area was rejected because of difficulties with
grading around streets, sidewalks, houses and large trees.

This report is not a Feasibility Study or Remediation Plan for EDA 2-3. Rather, the report
is limited to an evaluation of the depth of soil in EDA 2-3 that would need to be removed to
remediate soil contamination there. NYDEC has prepared a Cost Analysis Report which in-
cludes an explanation of how remediation would be conducted. After a final land use deter-
mination has been made for EDA 2-3, detailed design documents would be prepared if
remediation is carried out.

Study objective

To determine whether elevated levels of Love Canal Indicator Chemicals (LCICs) in
EDA 2-3 soils are significantly higher in the top 3 inches or top 6 inches than in the soil be-
neath these depths, or whether elevated levels extend to 12 inches. Mathematically, this
means that the following inequalities should be statistically evaluated:

{LCIClo-3 > {LCIC13-12

{LCIClo-s > {LCICls-12

where {LCICl is the individual LCIC concentration in the
specified depth of soil in the core.

Study design and methods

An evaluation of the inequalities described in the Study Objectives section required
gathering cores of soil to a depth of 12 inches. The locations were selected to maximize the
chanc" of detecting LCICs by identifying sample locations used in EDA 2 and 3 during the
Habitability Study (TRC, 1988, Volume 3) that had the highest concentrations of chloroben-
zenes and hexachlorocyclohexanes (HCCHs, referred to as SHCs in the Habitability Study)
and obtaining new samples from these sample locations. Once collected, the cores were cut
into three sections (0-3", 3-6", and 6-12") for analysis of LCICs. This permitted statistical
comparison of LCIC concentrations in the top three inches (referred to as (LCICfo.3) to LCIC
concentrations in the remainder of the core ( (LCICf3-12)and of LCIC concentrations in the top
six inches ({LCIClo.s) to LCIC concentrations in the bottom six inches ({LCICls-d. Concen-
trations of LCICs in the top 6 inches ({LCICfo-s) and in the bottom 9 inches ({LCICf3.d, were
estimated in the following manner:

{LCIClo-s =
{LCIClo-3 + {LCIC13-s

2
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{LCICJ3-12 =
{LCIC]3-6 + 2 {LCICh-12

3

where {LCIC] is the individual LCIC concentration in the
specified depth of soil in the core.

The Wilcoxon signed rank test (Lehmann and D'Abrera, 1975 and McClave and Dietrich, 1988)
was used to compare these concentrations. This statistical test required paired comparisons
for each core and thus effectively compared LCIC concentrations at different depths within
each core. The Wilcoxon rank sum test was used in the Habitability Study instead of the
Wilcoxon signed rank test which requires paired data because it was not possible to identify
sample pairs in the Habitability Study.

From December 4-8, 1989, samples were collected by NYDOH and NYDEC at 84 different
locations at which the highest concentrations of LCICs were found in the Habitability Study
(Figures 2 and 3). Soil cores were taken to 12 inches using an Environmentalist's Subsoil
Probe sampler. The core was 0.9 inches in diameter and was collected into a PETG copo-
Iyester liner. The cores were labelled and placed in insulated boxes with "Blue Ice" to keep
the cores cold. At the end of each day, all samples were sent by overnight mail to the
Wadsvvorth Center for Laboratories and Research (Department of Health laboratories) in Al-
bany. A detailed description of the sampling protocol and a copy of the sample shipment
forms for each sample are in Appendix A.

The cores were cut into three sections in the laboratory. Soil from each of the three
sections was analyzed for the soil LCICs (except chloronaphthalene), i.e.

a-HCCH
{J-HCCH
b-HCCH
y-HCCH

1,2-dichlorobenzene
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene
1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene

Analysis was also carried out for hexachlorobenzene. Chloronaphthalene was not analyzed,
because in the Habitability Study this chemical was found to be uniformly low in all areas
tested, i.e. no significant differences were detected in any of the comparisons, median con-
centrations ranged from not detected to 0.07 ppb for all the areas tested, and the maximum
level detected in any sample in the study was 0.32 ppb. Hexachlorobenzene was added be-
cause it was disposed at the Love Canal, and analysis for the chemical was simply carried
out with the procedure being used. It had been rejected as a soil LCIC for the Habitability
Study because of its relatively low potential for migration in groundwater and soil (CDC and
NYDOH, 1986, Appendix 9).

The LCICs were extracted by steam distillation and analyzed by gas chromatography-
mass spectrometry (GC-MS). See Appendix B for details.
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Figure 2. Location of soil core samples collected in EDA 2 on December 4-8, 1989.
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Figure 3. Location of soil core samples collected in EDA 3 on December 4-8, 1989.
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Figure 4. Percent of samples in which LCICs were detected. Total sample size is 243 (three
samples each from 81 cores).
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Table 1. Percent of samples with LCICs detected in sections of soil cores fram
EDA 2-3.
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LCIC 0-3 inches 3-6 inches 6-12 inches All samples

1,2-dichlorobenzene 84.0 81.5 55.6 73.7

1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 98.8 100.0 88.9 95.9

1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene 98.8 100.0 91.4 96.7

hexach lorabe nze ne 98.8 100.0 97.5 98.8

cx-HCCH 60.5 55.6 37.0 51.0

I3-HCCH 23.5 25.9 8.6 19.3

y-HCCH 22.2 22.2 8.6 17.7

o-HCCH 6.2 3.7 4.9 4.9



Results

Descriptive statistics

Core samples were collected from 84 locations in the sample area. Three cores were
found by the laboratory to be less than the full 12 inches and were therefore not analyzed.
Thus, analytical results were obtained for 81 cores (Appendix C).

Figure 4 and Table 1 present the percent of samples in which LCICs were detected. The
chlorobenzenes were detected in the majority of samples and more frequently in the top
6 inches of the cores than in the lower 6 inches. The HCCHs were detected less frequently
than chlorobenzenes in the samples. However, the pattern of contamination was similar,
Le. HCCHs were detected more frequently in the top 6 inches than the lower 6 inches of the
cores.

In samples where LCICs were not detected, the detection limit was reported. The me-
dians of these detection limits are reported in Table 2 and depicted in Figure 5. Detection
limits were generally uniform with overall medians for each LCIC between 0.5 and 1.3 ppb
except for hexachlorobenzene which was 0.3 ppb. Median detection limits of LCICs in the
0-3" samples and the 3-6" samples were not very different from one another. However, me-
dian detection limits of LCICs in the lower 6 inches (6-12") of the cores were somewhat less
than in the top 6 inches of the cores, particularly for the chlorobenzenes.

Statistical comparisons

Critical values (z values) and one-tailed probabilities were calculated by the Wilcoxon
signee' rank test for three pairs of core sections (Table 3). LCIC concentrations in the top
3 inches of the cores are generally greater than in the bottom 9 inches of the core samples.
However, for two of the LCICs ({j- and b-HCCH) the differences are not statistically significant
at the 5% or 1% level. Except for (i-HCCH, LCIC concentrations are all significantly greater
at the 5% level in the top 6 inches than in the bottom 6 inches. It is likely that the statistical
comparisons for b-HCCH are weaker than for the other LCICs because only 7 cores had de-
tectable b-HCCH.

Although most of the LCIC concentrations in the top 3 inches are greater than in the
lower 9 inches of the core, this difference is largely the consequence of much lower concen-
trations of LCICs in the bottom 6 inches of each core compared to the top 6 inches of each
core. Concentrations of LCICs in the 0-3" section and in the 3-6" section of each core were
also statistically compared by a Wilcoxon signed rank test (Table 3). Concentrations of LCICs
in the 0-3" samples were not significantly greater than those in the 3-6" samples at the 1%
level of significance, and at the 5% level of significance only trichlorobenzene and a-HCCH
were significantly more concentrated at the top of the core (Le. in the 0-3" samples).

These results indicate that LCIC concentrations in the surface 3 inches and next
3 inches of soil are not significantly different from one another. However, LCICs in the top
6 inches of soil are significantly more concentrated than in the next 6 inches. This can be
seen clearly in Figure 6 and Table 4 and suggests that removal of 6 inches of soil will reduce
the concentration of LCICs at the surface. As explained below, this reduction in soil LCIC
concentrations will be sufficient to satisfy the Habitability Criteria.

EDA23RPT.txt 7 5/8/91



Figure 5. Median detection limits for samples where LCIC was not detected. Total sample
size is 243 (three samples each from 81 cores).
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Table 2. Median detection limits for LCIC concentrations (ppb) in sections of soil cores
from EDA 2-3.

LCIC
0-3 inches 3-6 inches 6-12 inches All samples
N Median N Median N Median N Median

1,2-dichlorobenzene 13 1.20 15 1.20 36 0.60 64 0.80
1,2.4-trichlorobenzene 1 1.30 0 .. 9 0.60 10 0.60
1.2.3.4-tetrachlorobenzene 1 0.90 0 - 7 0.40 8 0.45
hexachlorobenzene 1 0.30 0 - 2 0.30 3 0.30

a-HCCH 32 1.05 36 1.00 51 0.90 119 1.00
p-HCCH 62 1.60 60 1.30 74 1,20 196 1.30
y-HCCH 63 1.20 63 1.10 74 0.95 200 1.10
(j-HCCH 76 1.45 78 1.30 77 1.10 231 1.30



EDA 2 and 3 were declared not habitable because the Habitability Study found concen-
trations of LCICs in the surface soils (up to 12") from that area were significantly greater than
concentrations of the same chemicals in surface soils from the Niagara Falls comparison ar-
eas. To be successful, remediation of surface soil in EDA 2 and 3 should leave LCIC con-
centrations in surface soil that are less than or equal to LCIC concentrations that would be
expected in the Niagara Falls comparison areas. This comparison cannot be directly carried
out for at least two reasons. The cores in this study were taken from those locations with the
highest LCICs found in EDA 2 and 3 in the Habitability Study. Thus, the median concen-
trations of LCICs from this study would be expected to be greater than those found in the
Habitability Study for this reason alone. In addition, any differences that might be observed
could be the result of slight differences in analytical methodology used in the two studies and
not actual soil concentrations.

Another approach to determining whether the amount of reduction in concentration of
LCICs would be adequate is to first estimate from the Habitability Study how much more
contaminated EDA 2 and 3 soils are relative to soils from the comparison areas. Ifthe surface
soil after remediation has been reduced by at least that amount, remediation could be con-
sidered adequate. For example, assume that the Habitability Study found that the soil con-
centration of an LCIC was twice as great in EDA 2 and 3 as in the comparison areas. Then,
remediation would be effective if the current concentration of that LCIC in the surface soil
could be reduced by at least half of the concentration found.

In the Habitability Study, median concentrations of LCICs in EDA 2 and 3 relative to the
compc:rison areas were somewhat variable for each of the LCICs. Where it could be deter-
mined (for the chlorobenzenes and a-HCCH), the median LCIC concentration in EDA 2 and 3
was between 1 and 2 times greater than the median LCIC concentration in the Niagara Falls
comparison areas (Table 5). This ratio could not be determined for the other HCCHs because
the median concentration for these chemicals was below the analytical detection limit in the
comparison areas.

In this study, median concentrations of chlorobenzenes in the top 6 inches of the cores
were 2 to 4 times greater than in the bottom 6 inches of the cores (Table 6). For most of the
HCCHs, the median concentrations were less than the analytical detection limit, and therefore
the amount of difference could not be calculated. Therefore, removal of the top 6 inches of
soil in EDA 2 and 3 would leave soils that have chlorobenzene concentrations that would be
25% to 50% of the present surface concentrations. It is not possible to say what the conse-
quences of removing 6 inches would be for HCCHs. In this study, the median concentration

EDA23RPLtxt 9 5/8/91

Table 3. Comparison of LCICconcentrations in various portions of 'cores from EDA2-3. The
z value is the calculated normal variate from the Wilcoxon signed rank test and p
is the probability (one-tailed) that the inequality statement is true. NOs were
treated as 0 values.

LCIC
0-3" > 3-12" 0-6" > 6-12" 0-3" > 3-6"

z P N z p N z P N

1,2-dichlorobenzene 3,5690 0.9998 74 5.0371 1.0000 74 1.0762 0.8591 69
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 4.0656 1.0000 81 5.7747 1.0000 80 1.8962 0.9710 79
1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene 4.0656 1.0000 81 5.7959 1.0000 81 1.5132 0.9349 80
hexachlorobenzene 2.1046 0.9823 81 3.8682 0.9999 80 -2.2327 0.0128 80

oc-HCCH 3.6317 0.9999 62 5.0655 1.0000 62 1.7758 0.9621 57
P-HCCH 1.2253 0.8898 27 1.8139 0.9652 27 0.8476 0.8017 25
y-HCCH 2.1083 0.9825 29 3.1246 0.9991 29 1.5977 0.9449 27
e>-HCCH 1.1832 0.8816 7 0.8452 0.8010 7 1.3628 0.9135 6



Figure 6. Median LCIC concentrations (ppb) in sections of soil cores from EDA 2-3.
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1,2,3,4-TeCB

HxCB

alpha-HCCH

beta-HCCH Ji

gamma-HCCH 8

delta-HCCH 1!
0

Table 4. Median LCIC concentrations (ppb) in sections of soil cores from EDA 2-3.

LCIC
0-3 inches 3-6 inches 6-12 inches
N Median N Median N Median

1,2-dichlorobenzene 81 1.60 81 1.20 81 0.50
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 81 5.60 81 5.30 81 1.70
1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene 81 6.00 81 5.30 81 1.60
hexachlorobenzene 81 3.30 81 3.50 81 1.70

a-HCCH 81 0.90 81 0.80 81 NO
,B-HCCH 81 NO 81 NO 81 NO
y-HCCH 81 NO 81 NO 81 NO
b-HCCH 81 NO 81 ND 81 NO



EDA23RPT.txt

Table 5. Median concentrations in parts per billion (ppb) of LCICs in
soil from EDA 2-3 and the Niagara Falls Comparison Areas.

1 The NF Comparison Areas were Census Tracts 221 and 225. Values
listed are combined for the two comparison areas.

2 R t. . median concentration in EDA 2&3
a 10 IS:

d '
t t

. .
NF C

'

Ame Ian concen ra Ion In ompanson reas

3 Referred to as SHCs in the Habitability Study Reports (TRC, 1988).

1 The concentration for the top 6 inches of soil (0-6" section) in each
core was estimated from the following:

[LCIClo-3 + [LCICh.6
2

2 Ratio is:

median concentration in 0-6 inch core section
median concentration in 6-12 inch core section

11 5/8/91

LCIC EDA 2-3 NF Comparison Areas1 . Rati02N Median N Median

DCS 141 0.40 108 0.41 1.00
TCS 155 0.89 113 0.64 1.39
TeCS 154 1.09 111 0.56 1.95

a-HCCH3 154 0.29 113 0.14 1.43
p-HCCH3 147 0.17 103 ND
t5-HCCH3 151 ND 111 ND
y-HCCH3 152 0.01 113 ND

Table 6. Median concentrations in parts per billion (ppb) of LCICs in
cores of soil from EDA 2-3.

LCIC 0-6 inches! 6-12 inches Ratio2N Median N Median

DCS 81 1.55 81 0.50 3.10
TCS 81 6.20 81 1.70 3.65
TeCS 81 6.70 81 1.60 4.19
HxCS 81 3.65 81 1.70 2.15

a-HCCH 81 0.80 81 ND
p-HCCH 81 ND 81 ND
t5-HCCH 81 ND 81 ND
y-HCCH 81 ND 81 ND



of a-HCCH in the top 6 inches of soil was 0.8 ppb, and in the bottom 6 inches it was below the
detection limit. Therefore, the concentration of a-HCCH will be reduced by the removal of
6 inches of soil, but the extent of the reduction cannot be determined.

Conclusions

In soil core samples from EDA 2 and 3, LCICs were more frequently detected in the top
3 inches and the next 3 inches than in the bottom 6 inches of the 12-inch cores. Median LCIC
concentrations in the top 3 inches and next 3 inches were not significantly different; however,
median concentrations of LCICs in the top 6 inches of the cores were significantly greater
than concentrations in the next 6 inches of soil, being 2 to 4 times higher in the top 6 inches,
depending on LCIC. In the Habitability Study, LCIC concentrations in EDA 2 and 3 were less
than 2 times higher than LCIC concentrations in the Niagara Falls comparison areas.

Because the LCIC concentrations in the top 3 inches of soil were not significantly dif-
ferent from concentrations in the next 3 inches and, for two of the LCICs, not significantly
different from concentrations in the next 9 inches of soil, removal of 3 inches of soil would
not be adequate remediation of EDA 2 and 3. However, removal of 6 inches of soil from
EDA 2 and 3 will leave LCIC concentrations in the soil that are significantly less than what is
there now. Such a removal would reduce the soil LCIC concentrations at the surface to a
greater extent than the difference in LCIC concentrations between EDA 2 and 3 and the com-
parison area soils measured in the Habitability Study. Thus, removal of 6 inches of soil from
EDA 2 and 3 would be sufficient to remediate the area to permit residential use, i.e. to satisfy
the conditions of habitability established for the Love Canal EDA (CDC and NYDOH. 1986).
Such remediation is not required to permit commercial or industrial use.
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Appendix A. Sampling Protocol and Shipment Forms
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Soil Sampling Protocol for Love Canal Sampling
Week of 12/4/89

1. After determining locations from previous selected lots, triangulate exact sampling lo-
cations using measuring tape and permanent points (i.e. telephone poles, fire hydrants,
manhole covers, sewer grates, street curbs). Record in field notes.

2. Prepare soil sampling probe by removing probe cutting shoe by unscrewing, inserting a
clean 18" copolyester tube liner into the bottom hollow stem of the probe, inserting an
18" stainless steel tube into the top of the probe (serves as a spacer), and then screwing
on the probe cutting shoe (hand tight).

3. Insert the probe into the soil sampler body.

4. Position the soil sampler over the sampling location, perpendicular to the ground surface
and affix the hammer assembly.

5. Drive the probe into the surficial soil to a depth of at least 14" using the 12.5 pound
drop-hammer (the hammer was marked with tape to denote the sample depth desired).

6. Extract the probe from the soil using the soil sampler jack assembly.

7. Within the sampling van, unscrew the probe cutting shoe (a pipe wrench is sometimes
necessary) and remove.

8. Remove the inner tube from the sampling probe by inserting a wooden dowel into the
opposite end of the probe and gently pushing on the spacer tube. The sample tube full
of soil is then withdrawn from the bottom end.

9. Measure length of sample in tube. If greater than 14", go to step 10. If less than 14",
return sample to ground, discard used sample tube and go to step 14.

10. Affix teflon tape to the top end of the tube and cover with a red vinyl cap provided with
the tube. Repeat the procedure for the bottom end of the tube using a black vinyl cap.

11. Wipe the outside of the tube with a dry paper towel to remove soil residue.

12. Place the sample tube in a cooler at 4 degrees C., no liquid ice is to be used.

13. Complete request for analysis form.
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14. Clean the sampler body assembly (probe bottom end and cutting shoe) with deionized
w3ter and Tide liquid laundry soap. A final rinse with deionized water was used to re-
move the soap residue.

15. Place a new clean tube into the sampling probe and repeat procedure.

16. Ship samples by 5:00 p.m. each day to NYSDOH Wadsworth Laboratory using chain of
custody procedures and Emery overnight delivery.

89362PR00190
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

WADSWORTH CENTER FOR LABORATORIES AND RESEARCH

ALBANY,N.Y. 12201

CHAIN OF CUSTODY RECORD

Must be completed for samples which might be used
for enforcement proceedings or litigation.

FIELD
REFERENCE
NO.

\S)
N
~
~
~
::;::
':;J
I-
<;L,
Q:i)

'"
N
~
~
~
~
~
~

SPECIFY METHOD OF PRESERVATION

0 NaOH

;I(Cool, 40C

0 Acidification (specify)

0 Other (specify

SAMPLE COLLECTION POINT

6r.e 77
ur-€- /2-

Cor~ (; 9
TRANSPORTING SAMPLES

cPo/if {Tr)0

TYPE:
WATER, AIR
SOIL, ETC.

StJiI
Soil

So!/

So/!

&i/

So/I

S1!!

Jt;ll

DURING TRANSPORT OF THE SAMPLE FROM SAMPLING SITE TO

LABORATORY, THE CHAIN OF CUSTODY MUST BE UNBROKEN.
GENERALLY THIS WILL REQUIRE THAT THE SAMPLE BE DELIVEREJ'
BY THE SAMPLE COLLECTOR OF HIS DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVF
WHO WILL SIGN FOR THE RECEIPT, INTEGRITY AND TRANSFER
OF THE SAMPLE DURING SHIPMENT. IF INTEGRITY OF SAMPLE

IS QUESTIONED, DESCRIBE PROBLEM ON REVERSE SIDE OF THIS

~.

NAME

1. sample Container
Prepared by

2. Received by .
3. Received by

4. Sample Collected by ~ 1.t£t£lh"...$u.(j5. Sample Received by ,

6. Sample Received by
7. Sample Received by
8. Sample Received by

9. sample Received by ~10. Sample Rec'd Lab by " ,. ;:).

11. sample' Accessioned by;1/ft~~

CUSTODY OF SAMPLES

AFFILIATION

NY.s])o!+

DATE TIME

/,;J,-l/- 't?9 /~ ; 55

-jj~1 DC!ffjlLlk #.-:r-i!7/t!-'.?cr':',1> t'. ' df.-<) }':<--::/ec:; 1/: (/()

Cor slY

CDr-e... cjD

Gr 1ft;

Cor£. {;;;/

Cor 2(;,
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NEW YOIUt STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEAL'!'H

WADSWORTHCENTER FOR LABORATORIES AND USEARCH

ALBANY, N.Y. 12201

. rr" \0
COO\M .

..

SAMPLECOLLECTIONPOINT

TYPE:

WATER, AIR
SOIL, ETC.

Cor-€. /1

C~ to?

Cor>e-35

~/I

~/I
~//
SOli

Gr.e- :z..3

7O?-d- Sf;i/men:c-s
/ f}... Cores

SPECIFY METHODOF PRESERVATION

0 NaOH

11 Cool, 4°C

0 Acidification

0 Other (specify

TRANSPORrING SAMPLES

(8pecify)

DURINGTRANSPORr OF THE SAMPLEFJtOMSAMPLINGSITE TO
LABORATORY,THE CHAIN OF CUSTODYKJST BE UNBJIOJCEN.
GENERALLY'!'HIS WILL REQUIRE THAT THE SAMPLEBE DELIVEREI'
BY THE SAMPLECOLLECTOROF HIS DESIGNATEDREPRESENTATIVF
WHOWILL SIGN FOR THE RECEIPT, INTEGRITY ANDTRANSFER
OF THE SAMPLEDURINGSHIPMENT. IF INTEGRITY OF SAMPLE
IS QUESTIONED, DESCRIBE PROBLEMON REVERSESIDE OF 'l'HIS
!.Q!!.

CUSTODY OF SAMPLES

IWIB AFFILIATION DATE '!'DIE

1. SampleContainer
Prepared by

2. Received by .
3. Received by
4. Sample Collected by. ~ ~ ~ Vdh..ht-~ /\I VSJ::>oIt
5. Sample Received by . . .

6. SampleReceivedby .
7. Suple Received by
8. Sample Received by

. 9. _'."~1"'", 7ff ~. . .

10. SUlple ~c'd Lab by ..'" . ')(1. ja.-:/"8ti

11. "-'e' ."...1- ...~»'. ~, ?f!!l"..J7;J:/ oJ .; /1"II. .1 ~ . ~I'\.
. ..

/2. -f/--n lie ~ 5"5

'Of

I"~ 3 O.
II : 00
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NEW YOn STATE D£PAR'1'M!HT or fmALTH
WADSWORTHCENTER FOR LUORA'rOIUIS AIm asEARCH

ALBANY, N.Y. 12201

SAMPLE ID
(LAB USE ONLY) NO.

'Id-.7

5/3
/ ()()¥/\.sf.

Lor: 13
N. of .5«'

Lt>t B
tJ. ,,1 S01

509
'(){)"" st.
liBI

/{)~-KSI-.
JfM- '

0 i1{Sl-.

'135
/ ()()#tst .

1./35
/ /J()fit JI.

SPECIFY METHOD OF PRESERVATION

0 NaOH

~Cool, 4°C

0 Acidification (specify)

0 Other (specify

pdi+ (

DATE/TIMB
COLLECTED

/2-S-n

9: 3()'
/2..-5-81

9:3'
/~-5-r9 uv~

/2-s-j-ff

TRANSPORTING SAMPLES

DURING TRANSPORT OF THE SAMPLE FR:>M S~LING SITE TO

LABORATORY, THE CHAIN OF CUSTODY MUST BE UNBroKEN.
GENERALLY THIS WILL REQUIRE THAT THE SAMPLE BE DELIVEREI'
BY THE SAMPLE COLLECTOR OF HIS DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVF
WHO WILL SIGN FOR THE RECEIPT, Itn'EGRITY AND TRANSFER
or 'l'H! SAMPLE DURING SHIPMENT. IF INTEGRITY OF SAMPLE
IS QtJ!S'rIOHEb, DESCRIBE PROBLEM ON REVERSE SIDE OF THIS

!:Q!!.

CUSTODY OF SAMPLES

NAME AFFILIATION

1. Sample Container
Prepared by

2. Recd ved by ,

3. Received by ,

4. 'Sample Collected by' ~v~:5. Sample ReceiVedby , ,

6. Sample Received' by
7. Sample Received by
8. Sample Received by

. 9. Sample,Receivedby
10. Sample Rectd Lab by
11. Sample ACC8ssioned by

AJvs))Qf{ r:l.-S-fl9

, ~,~.

'~":"-<:'
",' , .:"',~ ..

, "

, -

DATE TIM!

I~~ ~"J
/ fA: 3S'"

.,',

"~'i,-'"

TYPEI

WATER,AIR
SOIL, ETC.

3tJ/1
'1

Ji'i /

Joll

2.+:31 Si!

Soil

StJ/1

:;;f/-
JVt'
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SAMPLE ID
(LAB USE ONLy)

tf~3

NEW YOR)( STAT! DEPARTMENTor HEALTH
WADSWORTH CENTER lOR LUORATORIIS AND USEARCH

ALBANY,M.J. 12201
F?- L

NO.

SPECIFY METHODOF PRESERVATION

0 NaOH

~COO1, 4°c

0 Acidification

0 Other (specify

(specify)

1. Sample Container
Prepared by

2. Received by .
3. Received by
4. Sample Collected by'
5. Sample Received by
6. Sample Received by
7. S8JIq)1eReceived by
8. S8JIq)1eReceived by

. 9. SampleReceivedby
10. Sample Rec'd Lab by
11. Sample Accessioned by

'Il.-S-~

/1: 25
IL-5"-6'1
pI: 3"
/2.- S-f1
/ </:5~

b>ve- Cana.l EM 2+3
r~ 37

u>v€- CMa./EM 2t-3
r!<1

Ll>ue. Caned EM 2 +.3

~rl

~l!

JDl/

TRANSPORrING SAMPLES

DURING TRANSPORr OF THE SAMPLE FIIOM SAMPLING SITE TO

LABORATORY, THE CHAIN OF CUSTODY MUST BE UNBROKEN.
GENERALLY THIS WILL REQUIRE THAT THE SAMPLE BE DELIVEREI'
BY THE SAMPLE COLLECTOR OF HIS DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVF
WHO WILL SIGH FOR THE RECEIPT, INTEGRITY AND TRANSFER
or TH! SAMPt.! DURING SHIPMENT. IF INTEGRITY OF SAMPLE
IS QUESTIONED, DESCRIBE PROBLEM ON REVERSE SIDE OF THIS

~.
CUSTODY OF SAMPLES

NAM! AFFILIATION DATE TIME

.¥;: ,£.~ Ib8bIII VS:M te::::::.. ,j., --S'-n
::r

.:.'S:;. ,
;'",.....f""

TYPE:

DATEtrIMB
I WATER,AIRCOLLECTED SAMPLE COLLECTION POINT SOIL, ETC.

/2 -S-J>? LDve. una €])1'1 2+3
I Shl//:;3' ;l. "

12.-5-8'9 i..61Jf?.Cana I c /)/f- 21- 3
I S:>r/13;55 r"

/,J..-s-N Lc CQY}(l1EM 2+3' I S///:{) re...

12.-5- Lov-e..- Canal e])/J 2+3 I So!!"08' r1 "". t>r

12.5-81 u>VL COYklI EM
2+3 I //

'-t'- ....., - ,.., ,..,. I
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NEWYORKSTATE DEPAR'I'M!NTor HEALTH
WADSWORTH.CEN'rER FOR LUORA.'fORIIS AND USEMCH

ALBANY, N.Y. 12201

)00<- 3,
, "J .

CHAIN OF CUSTODY UCORD

CUSTODY OF SAMPLES

NAME MTILIATION DATE TIME

1. Sample Container
Prepared by

2. Receivedby ,

3. Received by
4. 'Sample Collected by'

S. Sample Received by

6. Sample Received by

7. Sample Received by

8. Sample Received by
9. Sample Received by
10. Sample Rec'd Lab by
11. Sample Accessioned by

~
~[. Ll4flII~ ,::iJJV~~

/2-5-ffO/,

.~ "~'"''o'&,i!''

<',~",.,,,

; ,'"".",'1"

Must be completed for samples whioh might be used
for enforcementproceedingsor litigation.'

FIEID TYPEI

SAMPLE ID RENCE DATEITIHE WATER, AIR
(LAB USE ONLY) NO. COLLECTEJ) SAMPt! COLLECTIONPOINT SOIL. ETC.

If;fl3 IL-,f"-I"' t.. 0 ve.., Ca na.1- E1>fJ .;2.+ 3
'S(Jl!Al(){l tl23 /5:01' Core- '1/; "

.

-rtJ/Lf! SAmetrfl
1'1 Cor5

-

SPECIFYMETHODOF PRESERVATION TRANSPORTINGSAMPLES

0 NaOH DURING TRANSPORTOF THE SAMPLE FROM SAMPLING SITE TO

COOl, 40C
LABORATORY,THE CHAIN OF CUSTODY MUST BE UNBk>KEN.
GENERALLYTHIS WILL REQUIRETHAT THE SAMPLE BE DELIVEREJ

() Acidification (specify)

BY THE SAMPt! COLLECTORor HIS DESIGNATEDREPRESENTATIVF
WHO WILt. SIGNFOR THE RECEIPT, INTEGRITYAND TRANSFER

0 Other (specify

or THESAMPLE DURING SHIPMENT. IF INTEGRITYOF SAMPLE
IS QUESTIONED,DESCRIBEPROBLEMON REVERSESIDE OF THIS.
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTME:NTOF HEAL'I'H

WADSWOR'l'HCEN"l'EJl FOR LUORA'1'ORIIS AND IlESZUCB

ALBANY, H.Y. 12201

DATE/'rIME
COLLECTED

/2 -6 -8''1

//:3

SAMPLE COLLECTION POINT

tov€.. OmJ.. EbA 2.~.3
r€.- 3D

Lev<- CanaL E:b/l 2+3
ur-t-. ;2.../

Lcv-f.. CttYla1 EM 2+3
~r~ 38'

L.o~ Can~ eM 2.+3
Core- S,

Lot,~ Glna..L c])fJ-2+3
--e... 'Ie.

1-tJIX-Canol E))/I 2+3-"r-e....
LoIJ't.. O:;./'Jd EM- 2-4-3

re,..

Lo~ [and £1:>1J2+3
re... 5;Z

N5
11--',-1"1

/:52-
/2-'-';1

~
Il--f-N
1:2:2.~

./2.-(. -4'9

/:2:?k-
Il.-~-8'1
/.2 :</~.
/2-{;-N
1:2.:50

SPECIFY METHODOF PRESERVATION

0 HaOH

~Cool, ..oc

0 Acidification (specify)

0Other (specify

TRANSPORTING SAMPLES

f~P- /

'l'n'E:
WATER,AIR
SOIL, ETC.

~J'I

~i/

So!1 .

~r/

SolI

~il

£/"I

SDrl

DURING TRANSPORTOF THE SAMPLEFIlCH SAMPLINGSI'l'E '1'0
LABORATORY,THE CHAIN OF CUSTODYKJST BE UNBJaCEN.
GENERALLYTHIS WILL REQUIRETHATTHE SAMPLEBE DELIVERE!'
BY THE SAMPLECOLLECTOROF HIS DESIGNATEDREPRESENTATIVF
WHOWILL SIGN FOR THE RECEIPT, INTEGRITY ANDTRANSFER
OF THE SAMPLEDURING SHIPMENT. IF INTEGRITY OF SAMPLE
IS QUESTIONED, DESCRIBE PROBLEMON REVERSESIDE OF '1'HIS
!'£!!1.

CUSTODYOF SAMPLIS

NAME AP'FILIATIOII

1. Sample Container
Prepared by

2. Receivedby ,

3. Received by

".Sample Collected by' jllALr. t£;,1.£lh~ NYS:M#5. Sample Received by , -
6. Sample Received by
7. Sample Received by
8. Sample Received by

. 9. Sample Received by

10. Sample Rectd Lab by R .. ~ I IS-/) I11. Sample Acce.sioned by : / J,/~ ~.Jt) 1111
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

WADSWOJl'1'R CEH'1'EJl FOR LUORATORIES AND RESEARCH

ALBANY, H.Y. 12201

LD~ CPna.i ebll 2+3
re '10

fl.-' -r~ ILbve.. CtVld eM 2+.3
13~5fJ

SPECIFY HE'l'HOD OF PRESERVATION

0 NaOH

~OOl, <toc

aAcidification (specify)

0 Other (specify

TRANSPORTING SAMPLES

f~r-~

'l'YPE:
WATER, AIR
SOIL, ETC.

Jc;il

~il

.)c,//

.'loll

Sui I

Soil

SDil

&il

DURINGTRANSPORTOF '!'HE SAMPLEFJIOMSAMPLINGSITE TO
LABORATORY,'!'HE CHAIN OF CUSTODYMUSTBE UNBJIOlCEH.
GENERALLYTHIS WILL REQUIRE'!'HATTHE SAMPLEBE DELIVEREI'
BY THE SMPLE COLLECTOROF HIS DESIGNATEDREPRESENTATIVr'
WHOWILL SIGN FOR THE RECEIPT, INTEGRITY AND TRANSFER
OF THE SAMPLEDURINGSHIPMENT. IF INTEGRITY OF SMPLE
IS QUESTIONED, DESCRIBE PROBLEMON REVERSE SIDE OF THIS
!9!!!.

CUSTODYOF IWCPLBS

NAME AFFILIATION

1. Sample Container
prepare4 by

2. lleceived by .
3. lleceived by ~

4. Sample Collected by' ~~E1-S. SampleReceivedby . . .

6. S8q)le Received by
7. Sample Received by
8. Sample Received by

. 9. S8q)le ReceivecJ by

10. Sanple Rec'd Lab by ~ ~~~
11. Sample ACC8ssioned ~ ~,... ~

N Y'j])oH 12-~-J'<1
~
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NEW YOIUC STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

WADSWORTH CENTER FOR LABORATORIES ANI) RESEARCH

ALBANY,N.Y. 12201

ehA 2-+3

eM z~3
L

SPECIFY METHOD OF PRE...~\TATION

.0 NaOil

TiCool, 4°C

TRANSPORTING SAMPLES

P°fR- 3

'l'YPE:
WATER, AIR
SOIL, ETC.

~i/

':;.)iI
~j/

Sv/I

Soil

Suil

~il

SDiI

DURING TRANSPORT OF THE SAMPLE PROM SAMPLING SITE TO

L1\BORATORY, THE CHAIN OF CUSTODY I4JST BE UNBroKEN.

GENERALLY THIS WILL REQUIRE THAT THE SAMPLE BE DELIVEREI'
BY THE SAMPLE COLLECTOR OF HIS DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVr-

WHO WILL SIGN FOR THE RECEIPT, INTEGRI'l'Y AND TRANSFER
OF THE SAMPLE DURING SHIPMENT. IP INTEGRI'l'Y OF SAMPLE
IS QUESTIONED, DESCRIBE PROBLEM ON REVERSE SIDE OF THIS

~.

() Acidification (specify)

() Other (specify

CUSTODY OF SAMPLES

NAME AFFILIATION DATE
1. Sample Container

Prepared by
2. Received by .
3. Received by

4. Sample Collected by' --rv;~ f 111."II;;J!,;~105. Sample Received by . - -

6. Sample Received by
7. Sample Received by
8. Sample Received by

9. Sample Received by := -10. Sample bc'd Lab by . / J I

11. SampleAccessionedbyV~ /> 'Irs,/) dJ1
,.. --. . ,- / -. .. .. -. ..-

N Vl'l);;H- 1.2 -t,- t'9

'rIME

.I..1.J..lQ

tt!Jj:)
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NEWYOU STATE DEPARTMENTOF HEALTH

WADSWORTHCENTP FOR LABORATORIESANP RESEARCH
ALBANY,N.Y. 12201

SAMPLE COLLECTION POINT

6:we Cl/l1d E j)1'J 2-t 3
Co~ 99

~ C(j~J eM ~1-3
C~SO

LAi~-e..Ct;;n~ E);II 2 -t-3

Cc>r-e., ;<2-
Lbve.. CanaJ. E.:blt 2+3

61'"~ 3.:<.
Uve- Cth1d t".M 'Z"t3

[)~ 98'
Love- Can,..l E))I} 2:tJ

Dr-€- I~
1.-6~ (and E))/f 2.-r3

0 r--L C:"'"

i-DLre- Cano..f EM 2;t3
u>r--e- t./1 .

SPECIFY METHOD OF PRESERVATION

0 NaOH

~1, COC

a Acidification (specify)
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Appendix B. Analytical Protocol
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Modified Nielson-Kryger Steam Distillation of Soils
Applied to Love Canal Soil Cores

New York State Department of Health
Center for Laboratories and Research

Albany, N.Y. 12201

1. Scope and Application

1.1 This method was applied to the determinationof semi-volatilecompounds in soil cores collected
at the Love Canal Site during December 1989.

1.2 The procedure was utilizedfor analysis of these soil samples for the followingcompounds using
GC/Mass Selective Detector in selected ion monitoringmode.

1,2-dichlorobenzene
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene
1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene
hexachlorobenzene

alpha HCCH
beta HCCH
gamma HCCH
delta HCCH

1.3 Other compounds may be determined by this procedure following documented method
development with appropriate recoveries.

2. Summary of Method

2.1 A 50 gram sample of soil is slurred with organic-free water and acidified and "distilled"into
hexane using a modifiedNielson-Krygersteam distillationapparatus. The extract is treated for
sulfur removal and, in most cases, is suitable for gas chromatographic analysis without any
further clean-up. The extract is concentrated using Kuderna-Danishapparatus.

3. Interferences

3.1 The modifiedsteam distillationtechnique used generallyprovides a significantly"cleaner"extract
than some of the more classical techniques such as Soxhlet reflux. The technique is not totally
interference-freeand the several sample matrices may present a varietyof problems of which the
analyst must be aware.

4. Apparatus and Materials

4.1 ModifiedNielsen-KrygerCondenser with Teflon stopcock and 24/40 glass joint (Ace Glass Co.
#6555-13)

4.2 Teflon sleeves for 24/40 joint
4.3 Ring Stand, Clamps and Rubber Tubing
4.4 Roundbottomboilingflaskwith24/40 glass joint-2 liter
4.5 Hemispherical heating mantle -2 liter
4.6 Variabletransformer
4.7 Heat resistant magnetic stir plates and magnetic stirring bars
4.8 Pasteur pipets
4.9 Erlenmeyer flasks - 125 mlwith 24/40 ground glass joint and ground glass stoppers
4.10 Kuderna-Danishapparatus (K-D)

4.10.1 Evaporative flasks, 125 ml
4.10.2 Snydercolumns,sixballor three ball



Steam Distil/ation (312-5)

4.10.3 Distillation receiver, 12 ml graduated
4.10.4 Boiling bumpers
4.10.5 Vigreaux distilling columns

4.11 Gas chromatograph - analytical system complete with gas chromatograph capable of on-column
injection, with splitless injection mode, Mass Selective Detector (MSD), and all required
accessories including column supplies, gases, etc.
4.11.1 Column: 50 meter Hewlett Packard Ultra-2 capillary, 0.2 mm diameter, 0.25 j.1m (or

equivalent) film thickness.

5. Reagents

5.1 Hexane - nanograde or equivalent
5.2 Acetone - nanograde or equivalent
5.3 Organic-free water: free of analytes of interest by gas chromatographyjMSD
5.4 Anhydrous Sodium Sulfate - cleaned in a muffle furnace for 2 hrs at 4250C. Store in a clean

reagent bottle.
5.5 Elemental Mercury - triple distilled
5.6 Sulfuric Acid, 50%
5.7 Spiking Solution (Method Spike) - Prepare spiking solution(s) of compound(s) of interest such

that a convenient spiking volume (Le. 100 1-11)will yield expected concentrations of analytes in
actual samples.

5.8 Internal Standard Spiking Solution - Prepare a spiking solution containing 13C-Labelledanalogs
of the targetanalytessuchthat a convenientspikingvolume(Le.100j.11)will yield measurable
signals by GCjMSD analysis.

6. Quality Control Procedures

6.1 One organic-free water blank, one method spike of organic-free water, one matrix spike and a
duplicate sample is analyzedwith each batch of samples. Matrix spike and duplicate sample was
obtained from half of the 6"-12" sample. The spike must contain compounds representative of
those being analyzed but need not contain all of the compounds of interest.

6.2 Internal standard spike compounds are added to each sample, method spike and the blank.
6.3 All glassware must be washed with detergent, rinsed with copious amounts of organic-free water

and oven dried. To insure that glassware is clean, rinse glassware with nanograde hexane,
combine the rinse solvent, concentrate by K-D evaporation and check a portion by gas
chromatography. Rinse glassware again with nanograde hexane just prior to use. Magnetic
stirring bars should be boiled overnight in concentrated nitric acid for effective cleaning and
rinsed with copious amounts of organic-free water.

7. Sample Handling and Preservation

7.1 Samples are submitted as cores in sealed PETG copolymer core liner tubes which had been
refrigerated during transit from the site to the laboratory.

7.2 Each core is divided into 3 samples, the top 3" (0-3"),the next 3" (3-6")and the next 6" (6-12").
Each section is given a unique laboratory identification number. The core is measured and each
section of tube cut with a scalpel and the soil removed and weighed. The 6-12" samples are
placed in a mason jar, mixed thoroughly, and an aliquot (approximately half) weighed from the
mason jar. A second aliquot may be used for quality control purposes as a matrix spike or for
duplicate analysis..
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8. Procedure

8.1 Distillation and Solvent Extraction
8.1.1 Set up steam distillation apparatus as shown in Figure 1.
8.1.2 Prepare samples as follows:

8.1.2.1 For solid samples, place 50 grams of sample in a 2 liter boiling flask, add 800
ml or organic-free water and a stir bar. Add spiking solution(s). Cautiously
add 20 ml 50% H2SO4'The pH must be <1. Check with pH paper and
record.
For liquid samples or slurries, measure 800 ml of sample and add to a 2 liter
boiling flask together with a stir bar. Add spiking solution(s). Cautiously add
20 ml 50%H2SO4' Checkwith pH paperand record. The pH mustbe <1.

8.1.3 Add Internal Spiking solution to all samples including method spike and blank. Add
Spiking Solution to Method Spike.

8.1.4 Place boiling flasks in heating mantlers positioned directly below the condensers.
Mantlers are placed on top of heat resistant magnetic stir plates. Connect condensers
to boiling flasks.

8.1.5 Add 5 ml organic-freewater and 15 ml of nanograde hexane to condenser by decanting
hexane along inside wall of condenser.

8.1.6 Turn on magnetic stirrers for all samples. Turn on cooling water to condensers. Turn
on heating mantles and adjust variable transformer for a rolling boil. If more than one
set-up, adjust transformers to that samples begin boiling at same time.

8.1.7 Boil for 1 hour. Allow 15-20 minutes for boil to begin. At the conclusion of the
extraction, check pH of the acidified aqueous sample. If the pH is higher than 2, add
additional 50% H2SO4'redistill and sample to yield a second hexaneextract. In this case,
both extracts are analyzed and the final concentrations of both extracts are added
together.

8.1.8 Drain off water layer and discard.
8.1.9 Collect extracted hexanedistillate (from solvent withdrawal tube) in receiving flask (125

ml Erlenmeyer).
8.1.10 Rinse condenser with 50 ml of hexane and add to receiving flask.

8.1.2.2

8.2 Sample Clean-up

8.2.1 Remove aqueous layer with Pasteur pipet and discard.
8.2.2 Add anhydrous sodium sulfate (previouslycleaned) until Na2S04is free flowing in hexane

extract.

8.2.3 Quantitatively transfer sample (rinse 3 times with small amount of hexane) to a K-D
apparatus and concentrate to 2.0 ml.

8.2.4 Add a few drops (approximately 0.5 ml) of elemental mercury (triple distilled) to the 10
ml glass stoppered K-D ampule. Shakefor 30 minutes using mechanical shaker, medium
setting. Let settle.

8.2.5 If precipitate does not settle out, filter the extract through glass wool in a Pasteur pipet
which has previously been rinsed with hexane. Concentrate by K-D technique to 1.0 ml.

8.2.6 Transfer the clean extract to a vial and close using a cap with septum. Label the vial and
analyze by gas chromatographyjmass selective detection in selected ion mode.
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FIGURE 1.
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9. Recommended Gas Chromatography Conditions

Oven Temperature Profile:
Initial Value
Initial Time
Level 1

PRGM Rate
Final Value
Final Time

Level 2
PRGM Rate
Final Value
Final Time

= 80°C
= 2.00 min

= 5.00°Cjmin
= 180°C
= 5.00 min

= 5.00°Cjmin
= 295°C
= 0.10 min

Transfer Line Temperature = 280°C

Injector Temperature = 250°C

10. References

10.1 Nielson, T.K. and Kryger, S., Dansk Tidsskr. Farm. 43, 39 (1969).
10.2 Veith, G.D. and Kiwus, L.M., An Exhaustive Steam-Distillation and Solvent-Extraction Unit for

Pesticides and Industrial Chemicals. Bull. of Environ. Contam. and Toxico!., 17, 6 (1977).
10.3 Narang, A.S., Vernoy. C.A. and Eadon, G.A. Evaluation of Nielsen-Kryger Steam Distillation

Technique for Recovery of Phenols from Soil, J. Assoc. Off. Analyt. Chern., 66, 6 (1983).

IMPLEMENTED: September 1982, Revised March 1984, Revised for Love Canal Soils Project 1989
Revised from HANDBK49(312-5)
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Appendix C. Individual Sample Results

The location of each core is depicted in Figures 2 and 3 (pp. 6-7).
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DCB
TCB

TeGS
HxCB

1,2,dichlorobenzene
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene
1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene
hexachlorobenzene

Legend

a.-HCCH
p-HCCH
y-HCCH
(j-HCCH

alpha hexachlorocyclohexane
beta hexachlorocyclohexane
gamma hexachlorocyclohexane
delta hexachlorocyclohexane

EDA23.rpt A3 5/8191

Love Canal EDA 2-3 Soil Remediation Study

)
Core A Depth ----------Ch lorobe nze nes---------- --------Hexachlorocycloh exaneSm------

# rea (inches) DCS TCS TeCS HxCS a-HCCH j3-HCCH }'-HCCH ii-HCCH

11 2 0-3" 2 9.5 6.8 4.4 6.3 1.2 0.5 <0.6
3-6" 1.7 9.5 6.6 6.8 14 2.2 0.9 <0.6

6-12" 0.6 5 3.3 3.6 4.8 1.1 0.4 <0.5

12 3 0-3" 2.1 4.8 3.9 19 < 1.3 <2 < 1.8 <2.7
3-6" 0.7 1.2 1.1 27 <1.4 <2.1 < 1.9 <2.9

6-12" <0.7 <0.6 <0.6 4.8 < 1.2 < 1.8 <1.6 <2.5

13 2 0-3" <0.7 0.9 0.7 0.4 <0.4 <0.8 <0.6 <0.7
3-6" 3.1 13 13 8.1 1.7 0.7 0.6 <0.7

6-12" 1.4 4.3 4.5 4.5 0.6 <0.7 <0.5 <0.7

14 3 0-3" <2.4 <1.3 <0.9 <0.3 <0.9 < 1.6 < 1.3 < 1.7
3-6" 1.2 4.5 3.7 2.2 1.5 < 1.3 < 1.1 <1.4

6-12" 2.6 9.2 6.9 5.3 2.3 1.7 0.5 < 1.1

15 2 0-3" 2.7 13 13 8.8 3.7 1.6 0.8 <0.9
3-6" 2 7.5 7.9 15 3.6 1.6 1.1 <1

6-12" 0.7 3.2 3.1 4.6 0.8 <0.9 <0.7 <0.9

16 3 0-3" <2.4 5.5 7.9 4.1 1.9 <3.5 <3 <3.5
3-6" 3.3 8.8 26 4.9 1.7 <3.2 <2.7 <3.2

6-12" 3.4 11 9.9 4.2 1.5 <2.6 <2.2 <2.6

17 2 0-3" 2.4 9 11 5.7 3.1 1.5 <0.8 <0.9
3-6" 2.2 8.5 13 5.8 3.4 1.6 <0.8 <1

6-12" 2.8 8.7 9.6 12 1.5 <0.8 <0.5 <0.6

18 3 0-3" 2.6 9.1 9.6 2.7 3.4 <1.6 2.1 < 1.7
3-6" 0.9 4.7 9.7 1.3 2 < 1.1 <1 <1.2

6-12" <0.8 0.7 3.5 0.3 <0.8 <1 <0.9 < 1.1

19 2 0-3" 1.7 9.2 11 7.4 < 1.1 < 1.8 <1.5 < 1.9
3-6" 3.8 12 13 6.8 <1.5 <2.4 <2 <2.5

6-12" < 1.1 0.6 0.6 0.8 < 1.2 < 1.9 < 1.6 <2

20 2 0-3" 1.5 8.2 7.6 4.5 1.5 < 1.3 < 1.1 < 1.3
3-6" 1.7 7.3 6.4 6.3 1 <0.8 <0.7 <0.9

6-12" 1.3 1.5 1.5 6.1 0.4 <0.8 <0.7 <0.8

21 3 0-3" 13 34 22 31 42 160 20 11
3-6" 13 120 79 42 150 38 9.1 3.6

6-12" 1.3 4.3 2.8 3 9.1 480 5.7 1.1

22 3 0-3" 1.2 6.5 4.3 2.9 2.8 2.9 2.2 < 1.7
3-6" 1.1 5.4 3.4 3.5 1.5 1.4 < 1.1 < 1.3

6-12" 1.7 6.7 3.5 5.3 3.8 4.1 1.5 < 1.2

23 2 0-3" 5.2 16 17 9.2 3.6 <3.6 <2.6 <3
3-6" 2.7 8.2 8.9 11 < 2.1 <3.9 <2.8 <3.2

6-12" <0.6 0.5 0.3 1.2 <0.7 < 1.2 <0.9 <1

Valuesare concentrations in nanograms chemical per gram of sailor parts per billion (ppb).



DCB
TCB
TeCB
HxCB

1,2,dichlorobenzene
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene
1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene
hexachlorobenzene

Legend
cx-HCCH

p-HCCH
y-HCCH
o-HCCH

alpha hexachlorocyclohexane
beta hexachlorocyclohexane
gamma hexachlorocyclohexane
delta hexachlorocyclohexane
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Core A Depth ----------Ch Iorab enzen es---------- -------- Hexachi oracyc 10hexa nes---------
# rea (inches) DCB TCB TeCB HxCB ex-HCCH {j-HCCH y-HCCH ()-HCCH

24 3 0-3" 3.9 12 9.6 1.9 3 1.5 <1.4 < 1.6

3-6" 5.9 23 11 1.8 3.6 2.4 1.1 <1.4

6-12" 1.5 6.2 3.5 1 1.9 < 1.2 <0.9 < 1.1

25 2 0-3" 2.5 16 20 3.4 2.7 <2.7 <2.2 <2.8
3-6" < 1.3 13 19 3.3 1.3 < 1.9 < 1.6 <2

6-12" <0.6 0.6 0.9 0.6 <1 < 1.7 < 1.4 < 1.7

26 3 0-3" <2.2 1.7 2.2 1.1 < 1.9 <3 <2.5 <2.9
3-6" <0.6 0.4 0.8 0.7 < 1.6 <2.5 <2.1 <2.4

6-12" <2 < 1.1 0.5 0.5 < 1.2 <2 < 1.7 <2

27 2 0-3" 2 7.8 7.3 3.3 <0.5 <0.7 <0.6 <0.8
3-6" 2 8.9 9 6.5 1.9 0.6 0.5 <0.6

6-12" 2.7 11 11 8.6 1.2 <0.6 <0.5 <0.6

28 2 0-3" 2 7.1 8.3 5.6 2.8 1.5 0.8 <1
3-6" 1.7 6.5 7.2 7.7 2.2 <1 <0.9 < 1.2

6-12" <0.5 0.6 0.5 0.9 <0.5 <0.6 <0.6 <0.7

29 2 0-3" 1 3.3 2.8 1.9 <0.9 < 1.3 < 1.1 < 1.3
3-6" 1.2 2.9 2.5 3 0.8 <1 1.1 < 1.1

6-12" 1.2 2.2 1.8 2.8 <0.6 <0.8 <0.7 <0.9

30 3 0-3" 44 510 140 380 2900 670 150 53
3-6" 2.7 7.6 5.1 7 0.8 <0.7 <0.5 <0.6

6-12" 0.3 1.1 0.9 1.3 <0.5 <0.7 <0.6 <0.7

31 3 0-3" 3.8 17 13 8.3 10 15 < 1.8 <2
3-6" 0.9 3.8 5.2 2.7 < 1.3 < 1.7 < 1.5 < 1.7

6-12" <0.9 0.5 0.6 0.6 < 1.1 <1.5 <1.3 < 1.4

32 3 0-3" 0.8 3 '2.1 1.8 < 1.3 < 1.5 <1.5 < 1.8
3-6" 1 3.1 2.1 2.8 <0.9 < 1.1 < 1.1 < 1.3

6-12" 0.5 1.6 1.1 3.1 <0.7 <0.8 <0.8 <1

33 3 0-3" 1.1 5 5.8 1.7 0.9 < 1.4 < 1.1 < 1.5
3-6" 1.1 4.8 6.2 2.1 1.1 < 1.1 0.4 < 1.2

6-12" 0.8 3.8 4.6 2 0.8 <1 <0.8 < 1.1

34 3 0-3" 0.3 2.1 3 1.1 <1 <1.6 <1.2 < 1.5
3-6" 1 4.1 4.5 1.9 1 < 1.2 <0.9 < 1.1

6-12" <1.6 1.5 2 1.6 < 1.4 <2.2 <1.7 <2

35 2 0-3" 7.4 45 13 6.2 5.1 4 <1 < 1.2

3-6" 4.3 20 8.7 5.2 3.8 4.1 <0.9 <1
6-12" 56 530 110 65 310 810 35 3.2

Values are concentrations in nanograms chemical per gram of soil or parts per billion (ppb).
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Love Canal EDA 2-3 Soil Remediation Study

Core A Depth ----------Ch lorabe nzen es---------- --------H exach loracycloh exa nes---------
# rea (inches) DCB TCB TeCB HxCB a-HCCH t1-HCCH y-HCCH b-HCCH

36 2 0-3" 4.3 21 17 19 4.4 1.3 1 < 1.3
3-6" 2.8 11 11 28 2.6 0.7 <0.8 <1

6-12" <0.3 1.7 1.1 3.2 <0.6 <0.9 <0.7 <0.9

37 2 0-3" 1.6 5.2 6.9 3.1 1.8 <0.8 <0.8 <1
3-6" 1.1 5.3 5.3 3.8 1.8 <0.6 <0.6 <0.8

6-12" <0.8 1.4 1.6 1.5 0.6 <0.8 <0.7 <0.9

38 3 0-3" <0.3 2.4 2.9 2 0.6 <0.8 <0.6 <0.8
3-6" < 1.2 1.4 2.3 1.7 <0.7 <1 <0.8 <0.9

6-12" <0.3 <0.3 <0.2 0.2 <0.5 <0.7 <0.6 <0.7

39 3 0-3" 0.5 4.4 3.7 2.8 < 1.1 < 1.8 < 1.3 < 1.6
3-6" < 1.3 1.5 0.8 1.2 <1 < 1.6 <1.2 < 1.5

6-12" < 1.2 2.7 1.5 1.3 < 1.2 <1.8 <1.4 < 1.7

40 3 0-3" <2 2.5 2.4 1.3 < 1.8 <2.7 <2.4 <3.8
3-6" <0.9 1.1 0.6 0.6 <1 < 1.5 <1.3 <2.1

6-12" 0.8 2.5 2.8 2.5 <1.4 <2.1 <1.9 <2.9

41 2 0-3" 2.4 12 14 6.5 2.6 1 1 <1
3-6" 2.6 13 15 8.1 2.2 <1 0.7 <1

6-12" 0.4 1.6 1.6 2 <0.6 <0.9 <0.8 <1

42 2 0-3" 2 14 19 3.3 1.6 <1.7 < 1.2 < 1.8
3-6" 1.1 6.6 8.4 2.6 <0.7 <1.2 <0.9 < 1.3

6-12" <0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 <0.7 <1.2 <0.9 < 1.3

43 3 0-3" 0.6 2.6 1.7 1.3 <0.6 <0.9 <0.8 <1
3-6" 3.3 12 5.4 2.3 1 0.5 <0.6 <0.8

6-12" 1.1 5.3 3.5 2.4 0.8 <0.8 <0.7 <0.9

44 3 0-3" 1 5.5 5.9 4.1 < 1.5 <2.3 <2 <3.1
3-6" 1.2 6.9 7.5 5.2 1.2 <2.1 <1.8 <2.9

6-12" 0.5 3.2 26 4 <1 <1.5 <1.4 <2.2

45 2 0-3" <0.7 1.2 1.6 0.4 <0.7 < 1.1 <0.9 <1.2
3-6" <2.6 4 2.9 1 <1 <1.6 <1.4 <1.7

6-12" <1.6 0.7 1.3 0.4 < 1.1 <1.8 < 1.5 <1.9

46 2 0-3" 4.2 7.4 7.1 9.1 2.8 <0.9 <0.8 <0.9
3-6" 3.5 6.8 6.9 11 2.7 1.1 1.2 <0.9

6-12" 1.1 2.2 4.5 5.2 0.6 <0.8 <0.7 <0.9

47 3 0-3" 0.6 2.9 3 1.6 <1.4 < 1.8 < 1.6 <1.9
3-6" 1.1 3.4 3.2 2 <0.8 <1 <0.9 <1

6-12" 1.6 6.5 6.1 5.7 1.2 < 1.1 < 1.1 <1.2

Values are concentrations in nanograms chemical per gram of soil or parts per billion (ppb).
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Love Canal EDA 2-3 Soil Remediation Study

c#re Area
Depth ----------Ch lorobe nze neS-----mn ----m-H exa ch iorocycloh exa neSm------

(inches) DCB TCB TeCB HxCB C(-HCCH fJ-HCCH y-HCCH ()-HCCH

48 2 0-3" 2.7 14 12 49 12 11 3.4 3.7
3-6" 1.9 6.8 5 28 2.7 2.3 1.2 < 1.3

6-12" 0.5 1.7 0.8 2.4 0.3 <0.7 <0.6 <0.8

49 3 0-3" 1 6.2 9 0.8 < 1.1 < 1.8 < 1.5 <2
3-6" 0.7 3.8 6.5 1.3 0.6 < 1.5 < 1.2 < 1.6

6-12" <0.5 1.2 1.5 0.5 <0.6 < 1.1 <0.9 < 1.1

50 3 0-3" 2.5 27 54 10 13 3.6 3.4 3.4
3-6" 5.3 57 100 14 16 5.2 4.2 2.2

6-12" 0.6 5.8 11 4.7 3.6 1.3 1 0.6

52 2 0-3" 1 4.9 5 2.7 0.9 <09 <0.8 <1
3-6" 0.5 3.1 3.3 2.9 0.6 <1 <0.9 < 1.1

6-12" <0.6 0.2 0.2 0.6 <0.8 < 1.1 <1 < 1.2

53 2 0-3" 0.6 3.5 3.3 2.4 1.4 <1.4 < 1.1 < 1.4
3-6" <6.7 4.8 6.2 3.4 1.3 < 1.8 < 1.5 < 1.9

6-12" 0.7 3.3 3.2 5.7 1.1 < 1.2 <1 < 1.2

54 2 0-3" 3.9 17 15 8.8 1.6 < 1.7 < 1.2 < 1.8
3-6" 2.9 9.9 11 9.3 0.8 < 1.2 <0.9 < 1.3

6-12" <0.4 0.7 0.4 1.2 <0.7 <1.2 <0.9 < 1.3

55 2 0-3" < 1.9 2.6 2.8 3 <1 < 1.6 < 1.3 < 1.6
3-6" <0.4 0.8 0.4 0.4 <0.9 < 1.5 < 1.3 < 1.6

6-12" <0.4 0.8 0.4 <0.4 < 1.3 <2.1 < 1.7 <2.2

56 2 0-3" <0.7 2.4 1.9 0.6 1.4 <2.1 < 1.3 < 1.7
3-6" <0.6 0.4 0.2 0.3 <1 < 1.9 < 1.2 < 1.5

6-12" <0.7 <0.7 <0.5 <0.2 <0.9 < 1.7 < 1.1 <1.4

57 3 0-3" 1.1 7.7 15 2.3 < 1.1 < 1.5 < 1.3 < 1.5
3-6" 3.7 35 32 2.5 < 1.3 <1.7 <1.5 < 1.6

6-12" 4.2 49 80 4 < 1.4 < 1.8 < 1.6 < 1.8

58 3 0-3" 0.9 5.2 5.2 2.6 1 <1.2 <1 < 1.3
3-6" 1.7 6.6 6.9 4.8 < 1.1 <1.6 <1.4 < 1.8

6-12" <0.6 <0.4 <0.3 0.2 <0.7 <1 <0.9 < 1.1

59 2 0-3" 1 5.6 3.9 1.5 4.2 1.5 1 <0.7
3-6" 2.4 8.9 6.5 3 3.1 1.4 < 1.1 < 1.2

6-12" 2.5 6 3.6 2.4 2.4 < 1.2 <1 < 1.1

60 3 0-3" 0.9 4.1 3.3 4.9 0.6 < 1.7 < 1.5 < 1.7
3-6" < 1.2 2.1 2.1 1.6 < 1.1 < 1.5 <: 1.3 < 1.5

6-12" <0.6 1.1 1.5 0.4 <0.9 < 1.1 <1 < 1.1

Values are concentrations in nanograms chemical per gram of soil or parts per billion (ppb).
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Love Canal EDA 2-3 Soil Remediation Study

cre Area
Depth ----------Ch lorobe nzen es---------- --------Hexach lorocyclohexa nes---------

(inches) DCB TCE TeCB HxCB (X-HCCH p-HCCH y-HCCH ()-HCCH

61 3 0-3" 2.8 9.5 10 4.1 4 <3.6 2.1 <3.5
3-6" 4.9 10 11 5.5 2.4 <2.8 1.1 <2.7

6-12" 1 4.4 2.8 4.9 <1.7 <2.6 <2.2 <2.6

62 2 0-3" 0.9 3.9 3.6 2.4 0.5 <0.9 <0.7 <0.9
3-6" 0.6 3 2.7 2.3 <0.4 <0.7 <0.6 <0.7

6-12" 0.3 1 0.7 1.1 <0.5 <0.8 <0.6 <0.8

63 2 0-3" 0.8 4.2 3.8 1.6 <0.8 < 1.2 <1 < 1.3
3-6" 1 7.6 2.7 1.4 <0.9 < 1.3 < 1.1 < 1.3

6-12" <0.7 1.2 0.7 0.7 <1 < 1.5 < 1.2 < 1.6

64 3 0-3" 1.2 4.6 4.7 1.8 <0.7 <1 <0.9 < 1.1
3-6" 0.8 3.3 3.6 1.8 0.5 <0.8 <0.7 <0.9

6-12" <0.4 2.8 3.3 1.6 0.3 <0.7 <0.6 <0.8

65 2 0-3" 2.4 13 11 41 11 14 < 1.1 1.8
3-6" 2.6 9.4 8.5 31 4.8 5.1 < 1.1 < 1.3

6-12" 1.4 3.2 2.1 6.1 <0.4 <0.6 <0.5 <0.7

66 2 0-3" 3.5 4.7 4.7 8.3 <0.4 <0.7 <0.5 <0.6
3-6" 10 5.2 5.1 11 <0.4 <0.7 <0.5 <0.6

6-12" 3.8 3.3 3.4 13 0.4 <0.6 <0.5 <0.6

67 3' 0-3" <1 0.5 0.7 0.4 <0.8 <0.9 <0.9 <1
3-6" 2.4 12 13 5 <1 < 1.2 < 1.1 < 1.3

6-12" 0.7 2.3 2.2 1.7 <1.2 < 1.4 <1.3 < 1.5

68 2 0-3" 4 14 13 6.8 2.6 < 1.6 2 <1.3
3-6" 2.4 7.5 8 7.5 1.4 <0.9 1 <1

6-12" 0.6 2.7 2.5 2.3 <0.5 <0.9 <0.7 <0.8

69 3 0-3" 3.8 15 10 4.8 2.3 <2.7 <2.3 <2.7
3-6" 8.5 39 18 8.1 5.6 2 1.4 <2.1

6-12" 2 9.6 4.9 3.4 1.6 <1.9 < 1.6 < 1.9

70 2 0-3" 1.7 7 8 4.5 1.4 <0.7 <0.6 <0.8
3-6" 1.4 6.8 6.6 5.4 1.7 <0.7 0.6 <0.7

6-12" 0.9 5.5 6.2 4.7 1 <1 <0.8 <1

71 3 0-3" 1.4 5.5 5.9 23 < 1.3 <2.1 <1.6 <1.9
3-6" 0.9 4.5 4.9 47 <0.9 < 1.5 < 1.1 < 1.3

6-12" 1 2.4 2.3 42 <0.9 <1.4 < 1.1 < 1.3

72 2 0-3" 1.5 3.9 3.8 2.4 <0.9 < 1.3 < 1.1 < 1.3
3-6" 1.4 2.4 1.9 1.7 <1 < 1.5 <1.3 < 1.5

6-12" 1.3 15 6.3 3 <1.3 < 1.9 <1.7 <2

Values are concentrations in nanograms chemical per gram of soil or parts per billion (ppb).
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Love Canal EDA 2-3 Soil Remediation Study

Core A Depth ----------Ch lorobe nze nes----m_-- --------H exach lorocyclohexa nes---------
# rea (inches) DCB TCB TeCB HxCB a-HCCH f?-HCCH )'-HCCH <5-HCCH

73 2 0-3" 2.4 11 9.9 22 5.1 2.6 1 <0.8
3-6" 0.8 2 1.7 2.6 <0.5 <0.7 <0.6 <0.8

6-12" <0.9 <0.6 <0.5 0.2 <1 <1.4 < 1.2 < 1.4

74 3 0-3" 1.1 5 4.5 1.3 0.9 <1 <0.9 < 1.1
3-6" 0.3 1 1 0.9 <1 < 1.2 < 1.1 < 1.2

6-12" <0.5 1 0.6 1.3 <0.9 < 1.2 < 1.1 < 1.2

75 2 0-3" 29 180 40 70 300 32 22 < 1.8
3-6" 32 180 42 69 270 34 21 5.9

6-12" 11 38 20 28 56 560 26 5.8

76 3 0-3" 1.7 8.1 10 1.7 0.7 < 1.7 < 1.4 < 1.9
3-6" 0.5 3.4 3.5 1.3 <0.8 < 1.3 < 1.1 < 1.4

6-12" <0.8 0.6 0.9 0.4 <0.9 < 1.4 < 1.2 < 1.6

77 3 0-3" 2.4 3.5 2.8 7.3 < 1.3 <2 <1.8 <2.8
3-6" 1.3 4.1 29 16 <1 < 1.6 <1.4 <2.2

6-12" 0.6 1.3 1.1 5 < 1.3 <2 < 1.7 <2.7

78 2 0-3" 2.3 8.6 8.7 3.7 1.4 <1 1.4 < 1.1
3-6" 1.6 5.2 5.1 3.6 1.1 <0.9 <0.8 <1

6-12" <0.4 0.9 0.9 1.2 <0.6 <0.9 <0.8 <1

79 2 0-3" 1 4.1 4.6 4.1 1.7 <0.8 <0.7 <0.9
3-6" 0.6 3.4 3.8 5 1.5 <0.4 <0.6 <0.8

6-12" <0.6 <0.5 0.5 0.5 <0.5 <0.7 <0.6 <0.8

80 2 0-3" 2.4 6 6 5.5 <1 < 1.8 < 1.1 <1.4
3-6" 1.9 2.2 2.3 10 < 1.1 <2.2 < 1.3 < 1.7

6-12" <0.8 0.3 0.4 1 <1 <2 < 1.2 < 1.6

81 3 0-3" 1 4.2 4.7 1.5 < 1.8 <2.7 <2.2 <2.8
3-6" <1.2 2.3 2.4 0.9 < 1.1 <1.7 <1.4 < 1.7

6-12" 1.1 3.2 3.1 1.2 <1 < 1.6 < 1.3 < 1.7

82 3 0-3" <0.7 1.5 1 0.5 < 1.3 < 1.8 <1.5 < 1.6
3-6" <0.7 1 0.7 0.4 <0.9 < 1.3 < 1.1 <1.2

6-12" <0.8 0.4 0.3 0.3 <0.8 < 1.1 <1 <1

83 2 0-3" 1.6 4 2.8 1.1 <1.2 <2.2 <1.4 < 1.7
3-6" <1.3 1 1.3 0.8 <1.2 <2.3 <1.4 <1.8

6-12" 0.8 2.5 1.6 1.4 1 <2 < 1.3 < 1.6

84 3 0-3" <2.3 2.9 3.1 0.6 < 1.3 <2 < 1.6 <2
3-6" <1.7 3.4 3.2 0.7 <0.9 <1.4 <1.2 < 1.5

6-12" 0.5 4.1 5.3 1.7 0.7 < 1.4 <1.2 < 1.5

Values are concentrations in nanograms chemical per gram of soil or parts per billion (ppb).
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Core A Depth ----------C hIoro be nzen e S-m_____- --------Hexach lorocyc loh exa nes---------
# rea (inches) DCB TCB TeCB HxCB a-HCCH ,B-HCCH y-HCCH ()-HCCH

85 2 0-3" 1.9 5.8 6.5 3.6 1.5 < 1.6 < 1.3 < 1.6
3-6" 2 8.3 9.6 9.6 3.2 2.3 <2.4 <3

6-12" 1.8 5.8 7 7.3 1.1 <1.4 < 1.2 < 1.5

86 2 0-3" 2 7.2 7.9 2.7 1.2 < 1.6 <1 < 1.2
3-6" 2.3 6.8 8.3 3.5 1.4 1.4 0.7 < 1.6

6-12" 2.8 4.5 2.2 3 <0.9 < 1.7 <1 < 1.3

87 3 0-3" 1.3 5.3 4.4 7.8 <0.8 < 1.2 <1 <1
3-6" 1.1 3.6 3.4 2.6 <0.9 < 1.2 < 1.1 < 1.1

6-12" <0.6 0.4 0.3 0.5 <0.7 <1 <0.9 <0.9

88 2 0-3" 1.7 7 8.1 2.4 1 < 1.8 < 1.5 < 1.8
3-6" 0.6 2.9 2.3 1.3 < 1.1 < 1.6 < 1.3 < 1.7

6-12" <0.8 <0.6 <0.4 0.2 <1 < 1.5 < 1.3 < 1.6

98 3 0-3" <1.2 2.8 3 1.5 <1 < 1.2 < 1.1 <1.4
3-6" <0.9 1.3 1.4 1 <0.8 <0.9 <0.9 <1

. 6-12" <0.9 0.5 0.5 0.3 <0.8 <0.9 <0.9 < 1.1

99 2 0-3" 0.4 2.1 3 1.9 0.6 2.2 <0.7 <0.9
3-6" 5.2 16 19 8.2 1.8 0.8 <0.7 <0.9

6-12" 2.9 8.9 9.8 9 0.9 <0.6 <0.5 <0.6

100 2 0-3" 1.6 6.7 8.6 5.3 0.7 < 1.4 <1 < 1.5
3-6" 0.7 3.4 4.4 3.1 <0.8 <1.4 <1 <1.5

6-12" <0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 <0.5 <1 <0.7 <1

101 2 0-3" 3.3 15 16 11 1.8 < 1.2 1 < 1.3
3-6" 1.4 8.5 4.6 5.2 1 < 1.1 <0.8 < 1.2

6-12" <0.3 <0.3 <0.2 0.3 <0.7 <1.3 <0.9 <1.4

Values are concentrations in nanograms chemical per gram of soil or parts per billion {ppb).
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Appendix D. Public Comments and Responses

On November 15, 1990 a draft of this report (dated November 9, 1990) was released for public
comment. Written comments were received from three organizations and are included in this
Appendix. Verbal comments were also received by the Health Liaison Program (Charlene
Thiemann) and the NYDEC Love Canal Public Information Office (Michael Podd) and have
been characterized below by the recipients of the comments. Responses to the comments
are provided at the end of this Appendix.
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Written Comments from Citizen's Clearinghouse for Hazardous Waste
;
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Citizen's Clearinghouse for Hazardous Wastes
A Grassroots Environmental Crisis Center

January 25, 1991

stateof NewYork
Department of Health
COminJ TcMer
'!he Governor Nelson A.
AThany, NY 12237

Rockefeller Empire state PLaza

Att: Dr. Edward Horn

Dear Dr. Horn:

As you may know, I have had a IOn:J histo~ am interest in
the remedial cleanup efforts at love Canal. I first became
involved when I was hired by the state of New York to be the
state's technical liaison to the love Canal Hc:meowner's
Association (ICHA). My primary responsibility was to be on-
site, as a representative of the canmuni.ty, durin:J the
original two phases of cleanup at the canal. I reported both
to the :residents am to the state. I wrked in this capacity
for two years (1978-1980).

since that tilDe, I have followed the state's activities at
IDve Canal, wrkin:J with local :residents, the Ecumenical Task
Force, the citizens Envirornnental Coalition am in my current
capacity as Science Director as CCHW. I have prepared
written camments on the Habitability Study, the DRAFl'
Envirornnental IIrpact statement am on many other reports and
dcx::tnnents evaluatin:J the degree of contamination at IDve
Canal.

with this backgrourrl am experience, I have evaluated and
prepared these camments on the IDve Canal Emerqencv
Declaration Area Remediation of ~ 2 and 3 mAFT Studv
Report prepared by the New York state Deparbnent of Health
(1XiI) an:i the New York state Department of Envirornnental
~tion (DEe), dated Dece1nber 9, 1990.

I am deeply disttu:i:>ed am disappointed that OOHand DEe has
proposed such a limited an:i inadequate cleanup plan for ~ 2
an:i 3. '!his Remediation Plan has a great number of
weaknesses including the failure to consider Hot spots,
swales am other historically wet areas, the presence of
contamination at depths greater than 6-12", the simplicity
(am general foolishness) of novin:J waste frcm one site to
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another, the failure to meet the :requ:irene1ts of SUperfun;i ani
the failure to provide any infonnation on how the excavation
activities would be corrlucted. '!hese problems are di~.1Ssa:1 in
sane detail below.

More fun:iamentally, this Remedial Plan is flawed because it
proposes to use the original Habitability criteria as the
"Cleanup stan:Iard" to establish the degree of cleanup that is
needed in EDA2 ani 3.

While this may appear reasonable, it assumes that the original
Habitability criteria are scientifically valid ani appropriate
for use in this manner. '!his.is not the case.

I CC2HW I

'!be original Habitability criteria are scientifically flawed ani
have been challenged by scientists ani others concen1ed about the
process ani procedures used to determine the Habitability of love
Canal area. OOHani DEChave chosen to ignore these ccmnents ani
have proceeded with the resettlement of the love Canal area even
though they violated ani lcu:gely ignored their own scientifically
established Habitability criteria.

Although these points have been raised before, it is inportant to
raise them here again because of the inpact the Habitability
study has on this proposed remedial plan. Briefly, the
habitability study is flawed because OOHaltered their elaborate
study design in mid-stream. OOHfailed to make any decisions of
habitability usirg the original c::x:mparisonareas that were
selected as part of a public "open" review process. '!he original
c::x:mparisonareas were in Cheektowaga ani Tonawarrla, suburbs of
Niagara Falls.

Instead, two different c::x:mparisonareas, selected from within the
city of Niagara Falls, were used to determine if any areas of
love Canal were habitable. '!he secorrl two COI'IU)arisonareas were
selected after data was collected from the oriqinal COI'IU)arison
areas am canpared to the contaminant levels in the love Canal
EIY\s. Had these original comparison areas been used, virtually
none of the love Canal would have been fourrl to be habitable.

since this was clearly an tmacceptable position for the state,
they violated their own process by selectin;J a secorrl group of
c::x:mparisonareas (selected by OOHani DEe only; there was no
public inp.rt on the selection of these sites, ani ItDre
critically I there was no public inp.rt on the need to select these
sites) .
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statisticians Dr. Michael stoline, a member of the Technical
Review Camnittee' s outside "Expert Review Panel" ani Dr. Marvin
Schneidennan, Retired Director of the Cancer Prevention ani
COntrol division of the National Cancer Institute, both
criticized the use of these two new cc:.mparison areas. '!hey both
felt that the contaminant levels in the new cc:.mparison areas
failed to meet the statistical criteria set out in early Task
Force meetings ani therefore should not have been used. stoline
ani Schneidennan' s canments were ignored ani OOHani DECwent
forward with usin;J cc:.mparison areas that did not meet their own
criteria. Detailed canments on these concerns are attached.

In addition, the "selected" cc:.mparison areas in Niagara Falls are
knc:Mnto be contaminated with wastes fran the same ccxrpany,
Occidental PetroleunVHooker Chemical, that is responsible for the
contamination at IDve Canal. One area is downwirrl fran the
OccidentaljHooker incinerator ani in the other, rarrlcm ciun'pirg of
toxic waste fran by OccidentaljHooker has been fourd.

Finally, this Habitability study fails to address the issue of
whether the levels of contamination fourrl in the IDve Canal EDAs
are safe for anyone who might nove into EIll\ 2 or 3, or for that
matter, for people livirg in the cc:.mparison areas of Niagara
Falls. A m:>re appropriate procedure would be to compare the
contaminant levels in EIll\ 2 ani 3 to the originally established
cc:.mparison areas in C11eekt:owagaani Tonawama.

Because of these flaws, the Habitability study is scientifically
invalid an::l should not be used to evaluate habitability of any of
the IDve Canal~. COnsequently, it is equally invalid to use
this study as a measure of how clean EIll\ 2 ani 3 should be. If
OOHani DEe do this, they will be CCITp)lD'rlingthe errors of made
in the Habitability study.

Furthentcre, there is no scientific or technical basis for
establ:ishi.rg the Habitability criteria as a "Cleanup Starrlard"
that other contaminated areas should be ~ against. rrhis
is especially true given the scientific flaws outlined above.

'!he fun:1amental premise of cleani1'g up a contaminated site is
that the cleanup should eliminate health risks posed by the site
ani the area should be restored to what it was before the
contamination occurred. '!his premise appears not to have been
considered at all in the remedial assessnent for EI:ll\2 ani 3..

I CC3HW I
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More specific problelt1S with the proposed remerlial plan include:

(1) '!he proposed approach ignores the presence of ''Hot
spots" throughout ~ 2 arrl 3. While c::c:rrm:>nsense might
suggests that selectin;J a few in:licator chemicals may
mt be sufficient to detect Hot spots, IX>Harrl DEe were
given specific evidence that Hot spots exist in ~ 2
\tIDenthey fourrl contamination in the stann sewer lines
(see DEe letter to residents written by Gerald Rider,
December 21, 1990).

Althalgh this contamination was previously urrletecte::1
it's significance was casually dismissed by OOHarrl DEC.
yet it was considered serious enough to warrant diggirg
15 test pits to establish the degree of contamination
present in this area. 'lhe results of the test pit
excavations have not yet been made public. Clearly this
area represents a Hot spot that was not considered as
part of the Remedial Report. 'lhese arrl other Hot spots
will require ItDre extensive remediation than the sinple
rem:JVal. of the top 6" of soil. Howmany ItDre hot spots
may exist?

(2) SWales arrl other historically wet areas are ignored.
Like Hot spots, swales arrl other historically wet areas
of the canal proper are ignored by the proposed remedial
plan. 'lhese areas have always had higher levels of
contamination, yet their presence has been ignored.
'Ihese areas need to be considered as part of the
remedial plan.

Contamination likely exists at depths greater than 6 or
even 12 inches. Results of recent tests of the ItDnitorirg
~ls aroun:1 the IDve Canal larrlfill in:licate new areas of
contamination. IX>Ham DEe have again dismissed these
firxlirgs, saying the contamination is not coming from the
larrlfill. Perhaps this is the case. art the source has not
been established am since the ~ls are deeper than 12",the
soils aroun:1 these wells are also likely contaminated. 'lhe
remedial plan needs to address these areas of contamination.

(3)

'!he recent fWing of contamination in ItDnitorirg wells
arrl thepreviously urrletected contamination in the stann
sewers highlights the iIrportance for IX>Harrl DEe to
acknc:1Nledgethat they do not fully know the extent of
contamination in the IDve Canal conmmity? 'lhese
firxlirgs, as recent as one Ironth ago, clearly establish
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that IX>H arrl DEedo not have full krtc:Mledgeof the
extent arrl degree of contamination in the lDve Canal
~. Howmany m::>resuzprises remain to be fQt.]nf?

(4) '!he rem:dial plan fails to consider other cleanup
alternatives. '!he Rene1i.al Report does not evaluate any
cleanup alternatives other than rencval of topsoil. No
other rem:dial n-ethods are iH~1Ssed or evaluated.
Other cleanup alternatives may provide m:>re effective
cleanup not only of the topsoil but also of the deeper
contamination as well. '!his also violates the requires
of the SUperfurrl law (see below) .

(5) RenDvinJ soil from one site to is not a preferred
remedial alternative. Taki.nJ contaminated soil fran one
site to another does not provide permanent cleanup arrl
does not solve any problems. It siIrply peJ:petuates the
''Toxic Men:y Go Rourrl" where wastes rem::wed fran one
location ern up contaminatinJ another area where it is
c:lisp:>sed of. In this case, IX>Harrl DEe have not said
anything whatsoever about what will happen' to the
excavated soils.

I CCaHW I

(6) '!he cleanup plan fails to n-eet requires of SUperfurrl.
'!he US EPA requires cleanup at SUperfurrl sites to be
detennined after a feasibility study has been con:lucted.
'!his study would consider a m.nnber of cleanup al tematives
includi.rg those that provide penoanent cleanup. '!his
remedial plan fails to follow either of these requirements
arrl thus is in violation of the SUperfurrl law.

(7) No infonnation is provided as to how the cleanup plan
would be carried out. Even though nnst of the community
has been evacuated, same people remain in the area,
especially in Ell2\.2 am 3, where this TNOrkwill be-
urrlert.aken. Yet, the Rene1i.al Report says not.hirq about
how the excavation of these soils would occur arrl what
steps will be taken to prevent arrl minilnize release of
cant:amiJ1ants into the ccmmmity.

'!he planned cleanup of Ell2\.2 arrl 3 is a legitiInate concem.
However, this proposed Remedial Plan camot be the basis for
establishi:rg how this will be done. IX>Harrl DEe have attempted
to oversiIrplify the a::xnplex nature of contamination in these
areas by arguing that lithe rem::wal of the top 6" of soil ~ 2
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arrl 3 would be sufficient to remediate the area, Le. to satisfy
the conlitions of habitability established for the Love Canal
EDA.II

Cleanin;J up a contaminated area is IID.lChmre cc:mplicated
than sinply scrawin:1 off the topsoil. IX>Hknows this, EPA knows
this arrl the general public krl<:1Nsthis. 'lWelve years ago when
Love Canal first broke, little was known about how to remediate
sites. At that time, the best that could be done was to remove
the contaminated soil to another larrlfill area. 'Ihen as these
sites leaked arrl threatened public health, this approach was
aban:ioned in favor of more effective pennanent cleanup
al tenlatives. It also made good c::amtronsense.

Today, I am hard pressed to believe that IX>Harrl DEe can do no
better than to put Love Canal soils on the Toxic Men:y Go Roun:l.
'!here is no scientific justification for doin:1 this. Certainly
this Remedial Report does not provide any tec1mical or scientific
data to support such a decision.

In closin:1, the proposed Remedial Plan is i.ncarrplete arrl
appropriate to evaluate how to clean up the contamination soils
in EDA2 arrl 3. In addition, this proposed plan is
scientifically invalid because it uses the Habitability criteria
as the basis for detennining how much cleanup is needed.

I hope youwill seriously consider these comments arrl prepare a
mre thorough arrl c:arrplete remedial asses.snent plan that is
consistent with the requirements of Supe.rfurrl.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions on these
ccrnments or if you need any additional infonnation.

Sincerely,

:J¥~
ste};ilen U. Lester
Science Director

Sl/OO

Enclosures
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Lois Marie Gibbs, Executive Director
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'!he New York State Department of Health (OOH)has concluded
that portions of the lDve Canal community are as "habitable"
as other areas of Niagara Falls. 'Ihis decision is based on
~in; levels of residual contamination in IDve Canal. with
contaminant levels in other areas. 'Ihis approach of
c:c:mparin; one set of envirornnental data to another, without
actually deteJ:mi.nin;J health risks, is not soun:i scientific
procedure for mak:i.n; p.1blic health decisions.

OOHviolated basic scientific study design by al terin; their
proce:Iures in mid-stream. After realizin; that the
contaminant levels in the Love Canal areas were significantly
hiQher than the two selected comparison areas. OOH then
decided, for reasons they never explained, that they needed
additional c:c:mparison areas am selected two new areas, both
located within the city of Niagara Falls.

To c::arpourximatte..""S, when OOHmade their decisions on
habitability, they only used the results from the two "new"
camparison areas in Niagara Falls. '!he deteI:mination of
habitabilitv of the Love Canal areas were not based on
c:::omparisons to the oriainall v selected controls.

Furthermore, the selected control areas were known to be
contaminated by the same polluter who is responsible for IDve
Canal. 'Ihis approach is seriously flawed am biased for the
reasons described in these ccmunents.

11 A reDroductive risk assessment has not been done.

'!he priInaIy health hazard at Love Canal has always been the
reproductive risk to YCJ\mJchildren arrl pregnant women. Of
all the health studies that have been urrlertaken at Love
Canal, damage to the fetus am to yOUI"gchildren has been
clearly documented. 'Ihese reproductive hazards were "the
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basis for two evacuations ordered by the Health O"!mmi~'3ioner for the
state of NewYork. Despite this, there has been 00 evaluation of the
reprcx:h1ctive risks posed by the contaminant levels fourrl in any of the
Dnergen:y Declaration Areas (~). As a result, there is 00 way to
jucge whether the reproductive risks at Love Canal have chan:Jed sin::e
the evacuation orders were given. ~

It would be wroI'XJto allCM wanen of c:hi1d bearirxJ age an:l children
to live in these areas without sane ~ of the
reprcx:h1ctive risks. If for sane reason a reproductive risk
assessment cannot be given to rew families I than the prudent
decision would be to err on the side of prot.ect..irxJ ~lic health.
No one of c:hi1d bearirxJ age should be allCMed to nove in. 'lhis is
especially true given the history of the site.

2} '!he selection of inappropriate camcarison areas.

'!he selection of appropriate coraparison or control areas is the m:>st
critical factor in det:enninin:J the habitability of the love Canal
Emergency. Declaration Areas (~). '!he detennination of
habitability is based on whether there is a statistically
significant difference between an ~ area and the comparison areas
for any of the irxiicator chemicals. If the c::orrparison areas have ~

contaminant levels that are si1nilar to the EIlZ\s,there will be no
statistical difference between the two groups and the EDt\will be
"habitable." Arxi vice versa, if there is a statistical difference
between the two groups, the ~ is not "habitable."

'!he NewYork state Department of Health (OOH)set up an elaborate
tedmical and ~lic review process to select c::orrparison areas. OOH
went to great lerxJths to define objective criteria an:l to develop a
thorough process for selec:tin? appropriate c::orrparison areas. '!hey
involved the ~lic through PJblic meetirxJs held by the Technical
Review Committee (TRC), a group that consisted of all the govermnent
agencies involved - OOH,the New York state Department of
Envi.rormlental Conservation, US Environmental Protection Agency an:l
the Centers for Disease CollLL\.Jl. '!hey also involved outside expert.
Review Panels (there were 3 different panels used at different times
durirxJ the 5 year pericx:i of this study) to oversee the work of OOH.

OOH's decision was to select two areas to be used for cx:mparison:
one in Cheektc:Maga and the other in Tonawarrla (referred to as
"C&T"). Eoth locations are in the greater Buffalo-Niagara Falls
area (see Vall, Love Canal Emergency Declaration Area Habitability
Study, O1apter 6) .
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'!hey then corx1ucted "pilot" te.stin;J in the cx:mparison areas and
deteDnined 1fII=rli"'1'1contamination levels. When they ~red the
results to median contaminant levels in the Love Canal E:D1\S,they
fourrl the levels in Love Canal to be significantly hiaher than the
two cx:mparison areas.'Ihis meant that none of Love Canal would be
habitable accordim to the states's criteria. IX>Hthen decided, for
reasons they have never explained, that they ~M additional
(Y'I'I'{Ia.risonareas and selected two rew areas, both located within the
city of Niagara Falls.

'!he selectiOl:l of these two additional cx:mparison areas had a
t.remen::1ous inpact on the habitability determinations. IX>Hbased the
decisions of habitability only on the results frt:m the two "new"
~ison areas in Niagara Falls. '!he determination of
habitability in the Love Canal ~ were not based on ~isons to
the originally selected controls. If they had, only one of the
seven E:D1\Swould have been habitable accorcii.rg to the criteria that
was established.

By choosirg to make habitability determinations based only on
~isons between the EDi\areas and the Niagara Falls areas, OOH
biased the entire carparison process aqainst fiIrlim any differences
between the EDi\ areas and the comparison or a:mtrol areas.

'!he addition of the Niagara Falls c:c:mparison areas was also
questioned by Dr. Michael Stoline, a member of one of the Expert
Review Panels. '!he only response he was given was that the new
sites meet the selection criteria (Vol 5, Habitability Report, p. 5-
4). Whether this is true or not, the addition of these rotrl:rol
areas was not subject to the same public review process that was
used to select the original areas.

Why IX>Hviolated their selection process to include the two Niagara
Falls ~ison areas is not clear. One possible reason is because
they knew, based on the results of the pilot studies (see Camnent #
3), that if they only used the original c:c:mparison areas (C&T), very
little of the Love Canal area would be "habitable." Politically,
this scenario was not acceptable since there were major pressures to
nxwe families back into Love Canal. 'Iherefore, scmethirg had to be
done to include cc::mparison areas that would provide data "provirg"
significant portions of Love Canal were "habitable."
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3) OOHbiased the cc.m:arison area selection 'Drocess bv con:luctllJ:f
testim in areas of Niacre.ra Falls that were not included in anv of
the 'Dlanrri.nq or desian documents that were reviewed bv the nJblic or
the Emert Review Panels.

IXE c:::on:iuct:e:ia ''pilot testing p1:ogLc:1l11"as part of the
implementation of the habitability criteria process. '!he ~ of
these pilot stuties was to:

0 Test the samplin;] an:i analytical methods proposed for the
~ison stuties;

0 Provide prelilninaIy data on the levels an:i statistical
distributions of lDVe Canal IIxlicator Chemicals (LCICs);

0 Provide a basis for det:e:nninil'g the rn.nnber of samples
that needed to be taken to produce statistically valid
results for the ~ison studies.

None of these objectives includes any basis for addiIxJ new
l"Y'II"I1pa.risanareas. '!his is how the process was violated:

1 - First they took samples fran :E:D1>.an:i C&T.
2 - '!hey read the results an:i saw real differences in the

two areas.
3 - Based on these differences they collected samples iran

.Niagara Falls.
4 - '!he collection of samples fran Niagara Falls was not

part of the agreed upon process.
5 - '!hey read the samples fran Niagara Falls, saw they were

closer to :E:D1>.an:i decided to add two new C011uol areas,
census Tracts 221 an:i 225, located in Niagara Falls.

6 - Ccmni.ttee membersof the outslde ~ Review Panels
raised this issue .in writi.n:J.

7 - '!his was in direct violation of the agreed upon process
an:i voids the habitability conclusions.

To explain .in m:>:redetail:

OOHcollected samples fran C&Tan:i the :E:D1>.in the pilot studies.
Major differences were fourrl in the contaminant levels between the
two areas. IXE then conducted a "follow up study that collected
soil samples from areas within EDA, C'leektowaga, Niagara Falls an:i
the town of Wheatfield" (Vol 1, p. 2-6). '!he decision to gather new
test data fram areas of Niagara Falls was not part of the decision-
maJd.ng process reviewed by the public an:i the outside Expert :Review
Panels. It is not clear who ordered these tests to be done or why.
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'!he data fran these follCM-up studies gave IXH info:rmation on
contaminant levels in the C&Tarea, the EDi\am in Niagara Falls.
With this info:rmation, IXH could see that there were major
differences between the selected. c::crrparison areas (C&T) am areas of
Niagara Falls. '!be selected. c::crrparison areas (C&T)had
significantly lower levels of contamination'than the Niagara Falls
sites am the EDi\. Once IXH knew that the Niagara Falls areas had
higher backgromd levels, they were biase:i am could no larger
objectively decide which coliU-ol areas to use.

IXH had made~it clear in the Habitability report that, if given a
choice, they would select the c:anparison area with the hicmest
backgromd levels for use in c:anparison to the EI:l?1(Vol 1, p. 6-16).
CClnbinirg this predisposed bias with the knowledge that the C&T
c::arrparison areas were significantly less contaminated. then the
Niagara Falls sites, put OOHin a c::c::mpranisedposition.

OOHwas ccmprnmi~ because the decision made in the peer reviewed
Habitability report was to combine the data from all the comparison
areas (Vol. 1, p. 6-16). '!he peer reviewed decision was to reiect
the OPtion of selectim the hiahest backt:trourrl site. 'Ihis. is not
what IX>Hdid. Usin; the results from the pilot testi.n;, IX>H
selected. the .catparison area with the highest backgromd levels even
though this option had been rejected. in the peer reviewed
Habitability report (see Comment=#7below).

A major ~ for the open review process was to ensure that the
process for de~ whether love Canal was habitable was
objective am not biased. 'I'estin;J in c::c::mpletelynew areas of
Niagara Falls was not part of the orig:ina1 objectives of the "pilot
'I~ Program." Nor was addirx} new ccmparison areas. 'Ihese
d1arxJes were not agreed upon by the outside Expert Review Panel nor
the p.Jblic am represents a violation of the process that should
void the decisions on habitability.

4) No technical iustification is provided for why OOHfelt it was
necessary to add a secord set of c::omparison areas.

IX>H added two additional c:anparison areas from Niagara Falls
without providin;J any technical data to support this decision.
Based on the results of the pilot studies, OOH said there were
inconsistent patterns if contamination between ~ am C&T.
But the data provided by OOHshowed that 30% of the samples in the
EI:l?1had 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) am 1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene
(TeCB) while only 2% of the samples from C&Thad them.
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Acx:ord.irg to lXiI, this pattern was not consistent for the other
in:licator c:hemi.ca1s. While this may be true, it is not necessarily
inconsistent. Another inteJ:pretation is that the E[),i\area is 15
times ncre contaminated with 'Ia3 arxi TeCB than the UJIltrol area.
IXii reported that Ifthese two contaminants might have reached the ~
frc:m sane other local source other than the'IDve Canal waste site"
(Vol 1 p. 6-17). Perhaps, 00t the source cc:W.d also have been the
lDve Canal larxifill.

Given the :importance of the decision to add additional c::atparison
areas on the~entire habitability deteI:mination, hew can IXiI not
provide the cx:mplete data to justify this decision? Given the fact
that $14 million was SPent" on the habitability precess, why was this
critical infonnation not included in the final report arxi not
n;~15S€d beyond a few sentences that best can be summarized as
"tI:ust our judgement on this." '!his decision is too crucial to the
precess to be n;~;~ so lightly.

5) Habitabilitv determinations were based onlY on comcarisons to
the two Niaaara Falls comcarison areas.

OOHviolated their elaborate precess for deteJ::mi.ning habitability in
other ways. Not only did they add ~ison areas that
"guaranteed" scme areas of IDve Canal would be habitable, but they
also chose to only use data that met their needs. '!hey give no
reasons for why they used scme data arxi ignored other data.

'!he best exanple of this can be seen by loo~ at the c::atparisans
areas that were used to make the habitability deteI:minations. IXii
compared the E[),i\areas to the two Niagara Falls areas arxi to the C&T
areas. '!he data iran the C&Tareas were combined 00t the data fran
the two Niagara Falls areas were not combined (this is another
direct violation of OOHI s procedures that is n; ~.1SSed in Ccmnent
#7).

But when the habitability determinations were made, OOHonly drew
conclusions iran analyses of the data between the Niagara Falls
camparison areas arxi the~. '!hey did not make any deteJ:mi.nations
of habitability based on ccmrparisons between the original ~ison
areas arxi the~. Yet, the C&Tcamparison areas were the '

comparison areas chosen by the peer reviewed selection process.

If OOHhad chosen to determine habitability us~ the C&Tcamparison
areas, very little of lDve Canal would have been fourxi to be
habitable. In virtually every instance, the IDve Canal In:li.cator
Chemicals were s+atistically highly in each of the E[),i\areas when
~ to C&T (see Comment #7 below).
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6) IX:Hfailed to folla.7 their CMJ1quidelines in evaluatim the
cc::.at1Darisonlevels between the E:Ill\am the canr::arison areas.

IXE violated their CMJ1review process when they ignored the
differerx::es fo.m::l.bebNeen cc:mparison areas am the~. For
exanple, IXE said that "If any concentratioris of any of ICIC are
fourxlto be significantly higher in the E:Ill\than in the aIffalo
CCII.Tp'3Iisonareas, then the Niagara Falls a::.rrparison areas shoold be
~red to both the ~ an:l the Buffalo a::.rrparison areas" (Vol 1 p.
6-18) . IXE continues, '''!be p..1IpOSeof this cc:mparison is to
determine whether the concentrations are unique to the ~ or
i.rx:licative of regional sources other than kJ1cx.mwaste disposal
areas. "

IX>H failed to do any of these assessments. '!here are sane
c:x:xrparisons made in response to questions raised by the outside
Expert :ReviewPanel, especially Dr. David Schoenfeld, that are
included in Appen:lix M of Volmne V of the Habitability report.
HcMever, these c::c:mparisons were not part of the decision-maki.rYJ
process an:l there is absolutely no rH~ion of the results in any
of other documentation made available by IXE.

7) IX)Hfailed to comiJine the data from the 4 comparison areas as
reoui.red by the habitability criteria. '!his drasticallY altered the
outcc:R'ne of the habitability decisions.

IXE failed to canbine data from the 4 carrparison areas despite the
fact that this was the prrY~1]Te defined in the Habitability report.
IX>Hn; !::t"'IJSSed,at sane lergth, heM the use of more than one
comparison area raises several iIIportant issues: What do you do if
different conparison areas were significantly different fran one
another? J» you d100se only to c::onpare the E:Ill\to one of these
areas? J» you select the area with the highest backgrourrllevels?
J» YOUcanbine the data from the two (or more) c::c:mparisonareas?

IX>H concluded that "at least two camparison areas should be selected
am that the sanplinq results from these areas would be treated as
one data set for the purpose of conparison with the~" (see Vol 1
P.6-16).

IX>Hdid not combine the sanplinq data from the comparison sites.
'!hey did combine the O1eektavaga an:1 Tonawanja data but they did not
combine the data fram the Niagara Falls areas an:1 they did not
combine the data from all 4 camparison areas. '!hus, IX>Hfailed to
folla.7 the criteria set out in the Habitability report.
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Had IXH cc:mb1nedthe scmplirx} data fran all foor carparison areas,
they ~d have foorxi that the habitability determinations ~d be
different for significant parts of the EDA:. Sane of this analysis
was done by IXH, l::ut n:Jt as part of their efforts to follow their
decisian-maki.rx;1 prcx::ess. In response to questions raised by the
outside expert Review Panel, IXH did canbine all 4 ~ison areas
and ~ the results to the EDAareas. '!he results, sl'1c:Mnon
Table M-.?a of Volune 5 of the Habitability report, are as follows:

LCIC
EDAAreas that are statisticall v

different than the combined comparison areas

a-BHC
d-BHC
b-BHC
g-BHC
~
TeCB
'Ia3
IX::B

1,2,3,4,5,7
1,.2,3,4,5
1,2,3,4,7
1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4,5,7
1,2,3,5,7
1

If even one of these chemicals is statistically different than the
level in the COllLLularea, then that entire EDAsection would not be
habitable acco~ to the habitability criteria.

By canbinirx} the scmplirg results frc1n the <Xtt1parison areas, the
determinations of habitability would have been very different than
when only the Niagara Falls cc:HDpari.sonareas were used. When the
EDAareas are cc:mpared to the cc:mb1ned cc::.arparison areas, EDAareas
1,2,3,4, 5 and 7 all had at least one LCIC that was statistically
different than the cc:mb1nedc::x:mparisonareas.

Accx>~ly, these EDAareas ~d be declared not habitable
accordim to the habitability criteria. only area EDA6 ~d have
passErl the habitability criteria. Why did OOHnot follow the
p~ outlined in the Habitability report?

8} Failure to address hot soots. Dartio..llarlv in EDA4.

Dr. Michael Stoline, a member of the outside expert Review Panel,
submitted written camrnents on the final deteminations of
habitability of IDve Canal on May 10, 1989. Dr. Stoline disagreed
with a number of the deteDninations of habitability, especially for
EDA4 and he raised several iltportant issues.
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First, he raisEd the fact that ~ 4 is no different fran the
Niagara Falls c::arparison areas ani on this basis alone, does rm
meetthe criteria for habitability. Dr. Stoline specifically
reccmnen::ied "re-assesc:nw:>11tani inte1:pretation of habitability with
specific reference to adherence to the ~ison criteria 'of one
order of magnitude differences. I"

Dr. Stoline is concen1E!d that the levels of b-BHC in ~ 4
represents a hot spot that is not addressed because of the way the
data is analyzed anithat other hot S}XJts likely exist throughout
the~. Acc:ordi.n:Jto Dr. Stoline, hot spots exist in 5% of the
areas sanpled in EDh 4.

'!his is a significant camnent that is not bein:3' addressed by the
decision on habitability except to say that it will be dealt with by
the I.arrl Use Cannnittee. With all due respect to the --=mthars of the
I.arrl Use Cannnittee, they do not have the .technical skills to as.~
these hot spots, let alone identify them.

Dr. Stoline provided in depth analysis of the hot spots in the ~
c::x::mparedto Niagara Falls a:rrparison areas 221 ani 225 (hereafter
refened to as NF-221 ani NF-225). He uses the 95 percentile as a
way to c::cmpare the data. '!he 95 percentile tells you that 95% of
the sanples had lower concentration levels than the 95 percentile
level. '!his analysis is a good way to assess the presence of hot
spots, which clearly exist in EDhs 4 ani 5 (see Table on page 4 of
May 10th camments).

Accordi.n:J to Dr. Stoline, EIl'\ 4 does not meet the criteria for
habitability. His analysis supports his contention. OOHshould not
ignore his canments. If ~ 4 does not meet the criteria, it should
not be declared habitable. OOHshould also not leave the issue of
hot spots to the Larrl Use committee to deal with.

9) Niaqara Falls comparison area 225 (NF-225) is not an appropriate
comparison area.

Dr. Stoline clearly describes the fact that the Niagara Falls
c::anparison area 225 (NF-225) is not an appropriate colib.ol area
because it contains too Imlch contamination. His argument is based
on c::anparison of contamination in NF-225 ani NF-221 for the eight
soil lCICs (see table on bottom of p. 6 of May 10th comments) . Dr.
Stoline argues that EIl'\ 1 ani 4 are the only two EIl'\ sections that
have at least one LCICthat exceeds contaminant levels by one order
of magnitude at the 95 percentile. Bythis logic, if EDi\1 is not
habitable, then EIl'\ 4 is not habitable?
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Dr. Marvin Schneideman, retired Associate Director of the Cancer
cause an::l Prevention Division of the National Cancer Institute
agrees with Dr. Sto1ine's analysis an::l ~rrt:.s that NF-225 is not a
proper c:x:rtparison area. Dr. Schneideman reviewed much of the data
on the habitability decision an::l camnents that "at least one of the
chemicals ("2 clore") is a ncn-di.scriminator" because there is less
than a two fold diff~ between the highest an::l the l~ areas,
for the 95 percentile.

What this means is that the contamination in NF-225 is statistically
si1nilar to tile contamination in the ~ areas. As a result, NF-225
is a "non- discriminator" an::l should not be used for c:x:rtparisons
because it cannot discriminate amen; the ~ areas (see Table on
page 7 of Stoline' s comments an::l page 2 of Schnei.deDnan I s comments).
Accordi.1'gto Dr. SdmeideJ:IDanIS assesc::mpnt, ~ IS 1,2,3, probably 4
an::l 5 are excessively high c::arrpared to NF-221 an::l thus do not meet
the criteria for habitability.

'!he camnents of these two highly regardej statisticians raise
ilIportant :fun:1amental weaknesses in IX!HI s statistical as£',*"c::mpJ'1t.
Althcu:Jh IX!H is unaware of Dr. SchneiQ~nn;::tTl'S canments, they have
continued to ignore Dr. Stoline Is comments. 'Ihese camnents
rightfully should be addressed because the issnecc: they raise
influence the det~'ryI;11ations of habitability in different EDA areas.

10) Statistical Drocedures used to determine habitabilitv were not
aoorooriate for the task.

Dr. Stol:i.ne claims that the procedures used in the habitability
deteJ:mination were "defensible for the plU:p)SE!S of collection of
data an::l a first rcJlJni assessment of habitability. However, these
statistical procedures are, by themselves, not appropriate for the
carplete deteJ:mination of habitability" (Stoline cx:mnents May 10,
1989) . Dr. Stoline raised this same concern a year earlier an::lhis
advice an::l recanmerx]ations have been ignored.

Dr. Stol:i.ne is statistician (there were two statisticians on the
outside Expert Review Panels). '!he area of expertise that he brirgs
to the 'IRe is statistical analysis. Why ask an expert to review a
set of procedures an::l then ignore this specific advice and
reo .IUIIP-"Xiations.

To summarize, IX!Hset out a number of criteria for selectiIg
carrparison sites, for comparing data from the selecte:i cc:mparison
sites to the EDAareas and for analyzing the data. IX!Hdid not
follow these procedures and amitrarily used only data that seened
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to meet their hidden agenda of makin:J sure that a significant
portion of Love Canal was fourrl "habitable" accord:in; the I:CHls
l~y review process.

In our opinion, it is a violation of people's tnlSt and scientific
integrity for IX)Hto ignore these issues ani give the Lan:1 Use
Ccmnittee the go ahead for residential use. Clearly, usir'g IX)Hls
ovm criteria, all but ~ 6 are not habitable. 'Ihus "p:rudent p.1blic
health policy" would dictate that families should not be allowed to
m:we into the area.

Even though ~ 6 may pass the criteria, there still remains the
question of reproductive risks. It would be wro~ to peDni.t wanen
of child bear~ age to m:we into the area without a clear
un:lerstan:tirg of the reprcx:luctive risks.

'!here are many other issues that should be sufficient to stop the
prt::p)SE!d settlene1t of Love Canal includi.ng, the fact that the
furthest point of the ~ from the canal proper is three tenths of a
mile; the fact that Love Canal has not been fully cleaned. up;
residual contamination remains in storm sewers, groundwater and in
surface soils and, throughout the area, "Hot Spots" of high
contamination have been identified; the presence of 21,000 tons of
toxic waste "contained" within a barrier drain system in the center
of the camrm.mity. '!his containment system is, at best, a tempora:r:y
measure that will eventually fail allCMing chemicals to leak back
into the community.

'!here is no scientific basis for m:wir'g back into people back into
Love Canal. NewYork state I S process was biased and unscientific
and places potential new homeowners at urrletermined health risks.
'!his prt::p)SE!dresettlene1t of Love Canal should be stopped.
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33 Central Avenue, Albany, New York 12210
518-462-5527

R.ECEIVED

JAM3 \ 1991

Dr. Edward Horn
Center for Environmental
NYS Department of Health
2 University Place
Albany, New York 12203

Divisionof Environmental
health Assessment

Health

January 28, 1991

Dear Dr. Horn:

Thank you for extending the comment period on the Love Canal
Declaration Area Remediation of EDA 2 and 3 Draft study Report.
As you may know, Citizens' Environmental Coalition is a statewide
coalition of 80 community, environmental and labor groups which
has strongly opposed the resettlement of Love Canal for years and
continues to do so.

We are deeply concerned about the proposed remediation of
EDA 2 and 3 and the conclusions in your report. The justification

for only removing 6 inches of soil from EDA 2 and 3 again rests I CECon a comparison approach to other contaminated areas. This is not 1
a public health protective approach. Hexachlorobenzene, for
instance, "has been shown to cause cancer in mice and hamsters
and is a suspect human carcinogen." (NYSDOH Chemical Fact Sheet).
We believe the levels of contamination found at 6 to 12 inches
are significant and should be cleaned up. We disagree with the
conclusion that it is "sufficient" to only clean up to levels
which are similar to the conditions of habitability established
for the Love Canal EDA. A .remedialplan should be established
with the goal to clean up to background levels (before wastes
were deposited there). It is our understanding that DOH is
working with the Departments of Law and Environmental
Conservation on a Cleanup Level Task Force which has decided on a
goal of cleaning up to background levels. The Environmental
Conservation Law states that remediation of inactive hazardous
wastes sites should be to "eliminate" any "significant threats".
A comparison approach undermines any preventative health policy
on toXic substances and legitimizes certain levels of
contamination.

I C~C
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We beleive any remediationplan should be developed separate
from the Department of Health's habitability decision as these
are two different processes. One was to determine if Love Canal's
contamination was "habitable" with no clear definition of what
that meant and a clear statement by the Commissioner that it did
not mean safe. The other process is to determine how to clean up
EDA 2 and 3. What is gained by cleaning up only 6 inches of soil
and leaving behind documented contamination which could cause
potential exposure problems to future residents of chemicals for
which we are not fully knowledgable of all their health impacts.
The remedial effort should not be a reduction of contamination of
the most concentrated area (which is not fully known because of
lack of groundwater testing) but rather a full cleanup to at
least 12 inches.

The lack of groundwater testing in the study, as well as,
air is disturbing and results in an incomplete picture of the EDA
2 and 3 area contamination. Another problem is the lack of
testing for all chemicals known to have been dumped at Love
Canal. Testing for indicator chemicals is not adequate. We
believe an incomplete picture of contamination is being
remediated incompletely.

We respectfully request that DOH expand their testing of the
areas and recommend a full cleanup of all contamination found. We
appreciate the extension of the public comment period, however,
we are disappointed that we had to ask for the report and the
comment period. It is unfortunate that DOH did not proactively
set up a public participation process and therefore, ETF, CCHW,
NRDC and our group -- all of whom have submitted testimony and
letters to DOH for years on this site -- did not automatically
receive the report and a comment period. '

We hope you will
deliberations. Thank you.

consider in yourour concerns

Sincerely,

Cl1~ Ra~
. Anne Rabe

Executive Director
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Dllal Natural Resources

DefenseCouncil

40 West2l'tlzStmt
,\;(1(' ¥(1rk Nei(' ):~rk 1.'.111
212 :-2:--2-l'l'
Fax::'12 ;-::':--1--3

January 28, 1991

BY FAX / CONFIRMATORY LETTER BY MAIL

Ed Horn
Environmental scientist
2 University Place
Division of Environmental
Albany, New York 12203

Health Assessment

RECEIVED

fEB - It 1991

Division of EnVironmental
Health Assessment

Draft study Report on
Remediation of EDA 2 and 3

Re:

Dear Mr. Horn:

I enclose some comments by NRDC on the draft study report on
remediation of EDA 2 and 3.

I hope that you will find these comments constructive and
helpful. As you will note, our comments also include some
questions.

Please call me if you would like to discuss our comments or
any aspect of the Love Canal situation.

JFS/kr
encl.

e-,'
1350 New York Ave., N.W
Washington, DC 20005
202 783-7800

FIIX 202 783-5917

90 New Montgomery
San Francisco, CA 94105
415 777-0220

Fax415495-5996

617 South Olive 5treet

Los Angeles, CA 90014
213 892-1500

Fax 213 629-5389

212 Merchant 5t" Suite 203
Hono/ulu. Hm(\1!'i 96813
808533-1,'-;

Fax 80.-'::~~: .- -~:

100<10Recyd.d Pap,,"
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THE NEW YORK DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH'S

DRAFT STUDY REPORT ON

REMEDIATION OF LOVE CANAL EMERGENCY DECLARATION AREAS 2 AND 3

January 28, 1991

James F. Simon
Senior Staff Attorney
Natural Resources Defense
40 West 20th Street
New York, New York
(212) 727-4405
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I
The Natural Resources Defense Council ("NRDC") welcomes this

opportunity to comment on the New York state Department of

Health's ("DOH's") Draft study Report on Remediation of Love

Canal Emergency Declaration Areas 2 and 3 (the "study" or "draft

study report").

NRDC is a non-profit membership organization dedicated to

protecting natural resources, the environment, and public health.

NRDC has over 130,000 members throughout the country, including

over 14,500 residing in New York state. since its founding in

1970, NRDC has sought to improve public health, among other ways,

by working to reduce or eliminate threats the pUblic's exposure

to unsafe substances.

NRDC has a staff of lawyers and scientists in New York,

Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Honolulu.

Since the early 1980s, one public health issue on which our staff

has worked has been Love Canal and the debate and legislation

following the discovery of chemical contamination at Love Canal.

Recently, NRDC has been among several independent

organizations to point out that the Love Canal Habitability Study

has several fundamental flaws, including a failure to assess the

risk of rehabitation of the Love Canal Emergency Declaration Area

("EDA") .

The study report purports to'follow the methodology of the

Love Canal Habitability study. As a result, the study report, in

our view, begins from the wrong point. The study report cannot,

therefore, help but contain problems. We wish to point out some

of these problems below.



------

We know that the DOH staff, like us, wish to prevent dangers

to public health at Love Canal. We hope that the DOH staff will

accept these comments as constructive criticism and amend the

draft study report in response. Our comments are not intended as

personal criticisms.

We would like. to thank DOH's staff for granting an extension

of time in which to submit these comments.

I. FAILURE TO FOLLOW THE NATIONAL CONTINGENCY PLAN

The study report does not comply with the procedural and

substantive requirements of the National Contingency Plan
I N~DC I

("NCP"), 40 C.F.R. Part 300.

The draft study report does not cite the NCP, does not

utilize standards from the NCP, and does not make reference to

EPA guidances on how to implement the NCP. In several respects,

the draft study report is inconsistent with the NCP. In light of

the fact that the draft study report appears to assume that the

NCP is inapplicable, it does not seem profitable to list all of

the inconsistencies. Examples of inconsistency with the NCP

include the following: the draft study report does not include

an investigation into the toxicity, propensity to bioaccumulate,

and persistence of relevant wastes; does not analyze routes of

human health exposure; does not assess the risks to human health

and the environment; does not evaluate compliance with applicable

or relevant and appropriate requirements; and does not evaluate

alternative responses. See. e.q., 40 C.F.R. § 300.430.

2
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If the DOH staff believe that the NCP is not legally

applicable to remediation of EDA 2 and 3, we would request an

explanation of the basis for their belief.

Furthermore, even if the NCP were not legally applicable,

the NCP would be a useful guide for any remediation. The NCP was

developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency after

extensive public comment to provide the basis for complete

remediation of hazardous waste sites. Even if the NCP were not

legally applicable, we would request an explanation as to the

extent to which the DOH staff used the NCP as a guide.

II. THE DRAFT STUDY REPORT'S FOUNDATION IN THE LOVE CANAL
HABITABILITY STUDY

The draft study report is based on the methodology and

assumptions of the Love Canal Habitability Study. NRDC has

submitted comments on more than one occasion to DOH concerning

the Love Canal Habitability Study. NRDC hereby incorporates by

reference its comments on the Habitability study. For example,

we attach a copy of a letter of May 3, 1990 from NRDC's

Jacqueline Warren and Rebecca Todd to EPA Administrator William

Reilly.

III. IMPROPER SCOPE OF THE STUDY

A. The study does not investiqate alternatives.

The draft study report does not investigate alternative

remedial measures. Instead, the draft study report assumes that

the remedial measure will be removal of soil and asks only

whether the depth of removal should be 3, 6, or 12 inches.

3



B. The study fails to investigate contamination
sources other than presence in soil.

The draft study report fails to investigate contamination

sources other than the presence in soil. For example, the draft

study report ignores the potential contamination of groundwater.

Furthermore, the draft study report takes no account of surface

waters within EDA 2 and 3.

C. The study fails to address harm that may be caused to
nearby residents due to soil removal or to evaluate
ways to mitiqate the harm.

The draft study report fails to investigate the harm that

may be caused by the remediation itself. If removal of the top

layer of soil is chosen as the remediation method, the

construction activities associated with removal will have a

tendency to kick up dust, including the contaminants present in

the soil. The draft study report should evaluate the risk

presented by the construction activities and ways to mitigate or

eliminate the risk.

D. The study fails to evaluate the method of treating or
disposinq of the removed soil.

The soil removed from EDA 2 and 3 must be treated or

disposed of. The draft study fails to evaluate alternatives for

treatment or disposal.

E. The study improperly limits its investigation to
Love Canal Indicator Chemicals.

4
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The draft study report looks into the presence of only the

Love Canal Indicator Chemicals ("LCICs"). We have three comments

about the choice to investigate only LCICs.

First, it must be recognized that the LCICs were not

selected on the basis of risk.

Second, the LCICs represent variations on only two types of

chemicals: some chlorobenzenes and hexachlorocyclohexanes.

These chemicals do not represent the full range of chemical and

physical characteristics, including persistence and pathways

through the environment, found in the chemicals dumped in Love

Canal.

Third, the LCICs were used -- as their name implies -- as

indicator chemicals. By hypothesis, the presence of LCICs in EDA

2 and 3 at elevated levels implies the presence of other Love

Canal chemicals at EDA 2 and 3. The draft. study report fails to

investigate whether the soil removal will remediate the presence

of the other Love Canal chemicals.

Furthermore, the additional Love Canal chemicals may be

present in the dust created by the soil removal. The extent of

the risk posed by these additional chemicals during soil removal

must be evaluated.

IV. IMPROPER ASSUMPTIONS AND EVALUATION OF DATA.

A. The study improperly assumes that the soil in EDA 2 and
3 is divided into uniform and reqular strata.

The draft study report improperly assumes that the soil in

EDA 2 and. 3 has settled in uniform and regular strata. This

5



assumption underlies the comparison between the soil layers at

various depths throughout the areas.

This assumption is not plausible. EDA 2 and 3 were

residential areas for many years. The areas were subject to the

construction, filling, digging, and landscaping common to

residential areas. These activities make it impossible to assume

that the presence of chemicals at certain depths throughout the

area are comparable or subject to the statistical analysis

employed in the draft study report.

B. The study fails to correlate the study samples with the
samples taken for the Love Canal Habitabilitv Study.

The draft study report compares soil samples in EDA 2 and 3
I N~DC I

in December 1989 to earlier samples taken in EDA 2 and 3, as well

as other areas, in connection with the Love Canal Habitability

study. However, the draft study report does not contain

information correlating the December 1989 samples with earlier

samples from EDA 2 and 3. Such a correlation is necessary to

check for differences in the data that may be due to various

extraneous causes: for example, time, weather, differences in

location, or analytical variability.

C. The study fails to correlate the soil samples with
other important soil measurements.

A well-devised sampling plan for the soil samples would
I NRDC I

10

include measurements of variables that may be suspected of

affecting the degree of contamination: for example, the amount

of moisture in the soil; soil type, including organic content;

6



and vegetation. These measurements would be important to ensure

that the statistical analysis is not skewed by other factors that

more strongly correlate with the presence of LCICs. However, the

sampling plan for the draft study report included no such

safeguards.

V. FAILURE TO EXPLAIN IMPORTANT DATA

I NRDC]

The draft study report fails to explain -- or even

1~_- acknowledge -- implications from the data that raise questions

about conclusion. A review of Appendix C, "Individual Sample

Results," reveals many sampling locations where LCICs are present

in the soil from 6 to 12 inches below the surface in amounts as

great or greater than at 3 inches. Indeed, we count 17 such

locations out of 39 total sampling locations in EDA 3. That is,

approximately 44 percent of the sampling locations in EDA 3 show

a pattern of contamination inconsistent with the general

conclusion of the draft study report that removal of the top six

inches of soil will be sufficient remediation.

VI. QUESTION ABOUT THE STATUS OF THE DRAFT STUDY REPORT

I NRCCl The legal status of the draft study report is not made clear

I 12~ in the report. Nor does the report state what procedure DOH

intends to follow hereafter. We request clarification of these

points.

Our questions include the following:

a. Under what statutory or regulatory authority is this

study report made?

7



b. Under what statutory or regulatory authority will the

remediation be made?

c. will DOH respond to these comments? If so, when?

d. What are the next steps? For example, when will the

final study report be issued, and what steps will

follow thereafter?

e. Do commenters on the draft study report have any

recourse to an appeal if their comments are not

accepted? If so, on what basis and on what schedule?

VII. SHARING COMMENTS WITH THE TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE

We request that DOH share these comments with the New York

Department of Environmental Conservation and the Technical Review

Committee established for Love Canal.

-------------

NRDC appreciates this opportunity to comment on the draft

study report and looks forward to DOH's response.
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May 3, 1990

Mr. William K. Reilly,
Administrator
Environmental Protection Agency
401 M street, S.W. (A-100)
Washington, DC 20460

Dear Administrator Reilly,

We understand that you are going to decide very soon whether
or not to approve the proposed rehabitation of the Love Canal
Emergency Declaration Area, and we are writing this letter to
reiterate NRDC's continuing strong opposition to the proposal.
Indeed, the more closely we have examined the history of the
proposal and considered its future implications, the more
unconscionable it appears on legal, scientific, and ethical
grounds. Although there is support for the proposal within EPA
and some groups within New York State, you should be aware that
there is substantial opposition and concern among local and
national citizens organizations. We therefore urge you to
withhold your approval for the proposed rehabitation of the Love
Canal EDA.

We sincerely hope that the serious issues raised by the
proposal can be resolved amicably, and are committed to working
with the EPA and any other interested parties in order to find an
acceptable solution. Nevertheless, because of the gravity of the
situation and the national implications that we foresee following
EPA approval of the rehabitation proposal, we are fully prepared
to seek a legal resolution of our concerns. In the hope of
convincing you of the inadvisability of proceeding with the
rehabitation as proposed, we offer for your consideration the
following further thoughts and concerns, along with a copy of
NRDC's testimony before the New York State Assembly Standing
Committee on Environmental Conservation dated March 9, 1990, with
enclosures. In addition, we are enclosing a copy of the CBS
Evening News segment on the proposed rehabitation, in case you
missed the broadcast on March 15, 1990.

I. Precedential Implications

If implemented, the proposed rehabitation of the Love Canal
Emergency Declaration Area will set a negative precedent
throughout the federal Superfund program and in comparable state
programs across the united States. Remediation technologies at
Superfund sites and residual contamination levels in surrounding
areas that are equivalent to what is deemed to be "habitable" at
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the Love Canal EDA will come to be regarded by citizens,
industry, and government as safe and appropriate for human
habitation. The ability of both Federal and state Superfund
programs to effectively and efficiently clean up hazardous waste
sites will be seriously undermined in the face of this erroneous
"habitable equals sa.fe"equation.

The Habitability study defines habitable as "suitable for
human habitation, including all ages and both sexes (including
pregnant women) engaged in normal activities." Habitability
study at 3-1. In so doing, it carefully and quite deliberately
avoids addressing the issue of safety. Thus, the word
"habitable" as used in the proposed resettling of Love Canal does
not mean safe; it merely means that people can physically reside
there. Indeed, the Habitability study itself states that

"[t]he intent of the recommended approach (of using
comparison Areas and Love Canal Indicator Chemicals, or
LCICs) is to determine if the chemicals from Love Canal have
reached the EDA in sufficient quantity to create a
significant difference between the concentration of the
LCICs in the EDA and the concentration in the comparison
areas. This aDDroach pUrDoselv does not assess the health
imDacts of the Love Canal on the EDA.

Habitability Study at 2-2 (emphasis added). New York state
Commissioner of Health David Axelrod further corroborated the
glaring lack of human health and safety analyses in stating that
"[t]here is nothina in my (Habitability) decision which addresses
the element of risk." Letter from David Axelrod to the New York
Environmental Law Institute dated October 17, 1988 (emphasis
added).

Because health impacts on residents are ignored, nearly any
area could be deemed habitable or suitable for human habitation
under the definition used in the Habitability Study. Thus, the
Comparison Approach employed in the Habitability study
effectively translates into a "no worse than" test, pursuant to
which it is deemed acceptable for people to move back into an
area that is found to be no worse with regard to toxic
contamination ~han another where people presently live. Under
such a rationale, the universe of habitable areas is large, and
certainly larger than the more appropriate universe of areas
where it is actually safe for people to live.

The "no worse than" test as applied in the Niagara Frontier
devolves into a "just as contaminated" test. Indeed, the
fundamental flaw in using background values to help ascertain
habitability was graphically illustrated by the discovery of
contaminated fill in one of the comparison areas. The danger of
using background values inheres in the possibility, turned
reality here, that the background itself may have unacceptable
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levels of contaminants. In a related vein, the discovery of
hotspots in one of the areas proposed for rehabitation throws
further doubt on the methodologies used in the Habitability
study, and provides additional substantial support for its
rejection.

Merely appending a caveat or issuing a press release that
the rehabitation at Love Canal is site-specific and will have no
ramifications for Federal or state Superfund programs is an empty
and futile gesture. Simply stating something does not make it
so; people across the country are watching Love Canal with
interest and are unlikely to heed explanations attempting to
circumscribe the influence of the decision made regarding
rehabitation. Nor will an explanation negate the effect that
approving the rehabitation will have on the improving reputation
of the Superfund program, the Environmental Protection Agency, or
the Administration.

II. Risk Assessment

The lack of an adequate understanding of the human health
and safety ramifications of resettling the Emergency Declaration
Area is directly contrary to the requirementsof CERCLA §312,
which directs the EPA "to conduct or cause to be conducted" a
risk assessment for each of the potential uses of the EDA,
including rehabitation. The legislative history of the Love
Canal Property Acquisition Amendment, which was enacted as §312,
reveals that a risk assessment was explicitly warranted and
expected. The House Conference Report of October 3, 1986, states
that "[t]he amendment requires the Administrator to conduct and
publish a habitability and land-use study assessina the risks
associated with inhabiting the Love Canal Area." H.R. Rep. No.
99-962, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 280 (1986) (emphasis added).

Despite the language and express legislative intent of
§312, those working on the Habitability study that was published
in May 1988 neglected Congress' explicit directive in 1986 that a
risk assessment be performed for the proposed rehabitation. In
fact, the Habitability study contains a section specifically
explaining why a risk assessment was not done. Thus, nothing
even remotely resembling a standard risk assessment has been done
for any of the potential uses of the EDA. In fact, there has not
even been a discussion of all of the potential uses of the EDA,
and some with real promise have been largely ignored.

III. Affected Populations

NRDC has serious concerns about who will purchase homes in
the EDA if they become available, and the impact of contamination
on those purchasers. According to the most recent estimates,
approximately 185 persons have expressed interest in purchasing
homes in the EDA should they become available. Although there is
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no recent demographic analysis of those interested in EDA homes,
LCARA informs us that a significant percentage of the prospective
purchasers are persons of color with limited economic means.
Homes in the EDA would provide inexpensive "starter homes" for
such minorities and others who currently reside in the Niagara
Falls area. The di~parate impact of hazardous waste sites on
minorities has been documented repeatedly; EPA should be
sensitive to this problem and to the ease with which it could be
avoided here.

The lure of inexpensive housing is also likely to draw
relatively young families with children and women of child-
bearing age. These groups should be considered especially
sensitive to the effects of toxic chemical exposures. Persons
considering buying homes in the EDA are entitled to rely on
representations made by the government and expert agencies as to
the risks associated with living in those homes. Yet, adequate
assurances regarding present and future risks cannot be given
them, nor to our knowledge have steps been taken to accurately
communicate to prospective purchasers the history and current
status of the Love Canal hazardous waste site and surrounding
community. For all of these reasons, NRDC has urged both EPA and
New York state to refrain from inviting people to resettle the
Love Canal Emergency Declaration Area.

IV. Future Liability

Another consideration in evaluating the prudence of
rehabitating the Love Canal EDA concerns potential future
liability. As all such remedies must, the cap and containment
system at the Love Canal site will eventually fail. The
resulting toxic breakout could seriously adversely affect the
health of those who resettle the EDA. Even without such a
breakout, it is certain that health problems will occur at Love
Canal. Whether they are due to the 21,800 tons of hazardous
wastes still buried on site, or to some other agent, the first
suspect by default will be.Love Canal.

In large measure, the proposed rehabitation is problematic
because of the certainty of remedy failure in the future, and the
unavoidable uncertainties created by the inherent limitations of
current technologies and available knowledge concerning hazardous
waste remediation. Rather than dealing with future health
problems and complaints, the attendant bad publicity, attempts to
ascertain the cause of those health problems, and questions of
liability, EPA should withhold its imprimatur from the proposed
rehabitation.

V. Conclusion

The proposed rehabitation of the Love Canal Emergency
Declaration Area is an extremely bad idea whose time has
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apparently come. For the reasons stated above and in our
testimony before the New York state Assembly standing Committee
on Environmental Conservation dated March 9, 1990; our letter to
you dated February 5, 1990; and our comments to LCARA on the Love
Canal Master Plan Draft Generic Environmental Impact statement
dated January 20, 19~0, we reiterate our urgent request that you
disapprove the proposed rehabitation. The time has come to
acknowledge that there are serious legal and methodological
problems with the proposed rehabitation and the Habitability
study on which it relies, and move on to considering uses of the
EDA that will jeopardize neither human health nor the integrity
of the entire Superfund program.

Yours truly,

~t~ 7Jj.tdz~
Jacqueline M. Warren
senior staff Attorney

oJ.o/I ,4\ "'1
(4.'.;-" 11'".:> .,~".
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. .. \

Rebecca E. Todd
Legal Fellow

Natural Resources
Defense Council

40 West 20th street
New York, NY 10011

Encl.

cc: E. Donald Elliott
Don R. Clay
Lewis Crampton
Constantine Sidamon-Eristoff
Frank Murray
James A. Sevinsky
Thomas C. Jorling
David Axelrod
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Additional Verbal Comments

1. Planning for remediation of EDA 2-3 has been expedited to the extent that it is possible.
The State is committed to resolving this matter as soon as possible.

The Cost Analysis Report could not be prepared without the results of this study. This
Cost Analysis Report has been under preparation while this report was being finalized.
Dividing the work in this fashion has expedited completion of the tasks.

2.

3. Safety hazards such as those implied in this comment would be addressed during the
remediation. The Cost Analysis Report contains general provisions, and detailed design
documents would be prepared if remediation is carried out.

Soil replacement has been considered for at! properties. The cost implications of not
replacing soil around vacant properties can be determined from the Cost Analysis Re-
port.

4.
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Appendix E. New York Department of Health Fact Sheet
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I New York State Department of Health

LOVE CANAL SOIL ASSESSMENT
INDICATOR CHEMICALS

May 1988

Introduction

The Love Canal indicator chemicals (LCICs) for soils in
the Emergency Declaration Area (EDA) are intended to provide
an indication of the presence of the chemicals in the EDA
that may be associated with the Love Canal. Thus, the
significance of levels of LCICs in soil from the EDA cannot
be completely evaluated independent of the larger question
of the entire mixture of chemicals they represent. However,
in anticipation of questions from residents about the health
significance of these findings a preliminary evaluation was
made of the limited question of what these individual
chemicals would mean if present in the soil of a residential
yard at levels found in the study.

Exposure to any chemical in the soil would require
direct contact. The greatest potential for exposure is from
eating soil (ingestion). Some exposure could also result
form absorption of chemicals from soil on the skin or from
br.:athing soil picked up by the wind, although these routes
of exposure are generally much less important than the
ingestion route. To evaluate the health significance of the
individual LCICs in soil, the concentrations of the chemicals
in soil, their toxicity, and data on typical additional
exposure to the chemicals in the general environment or
through residues in food were examined.

LCIC Concentrations in Soil

Information on typical levels of the LCICs in soil is
not available, but the data from this study provide an
indication of what is typically found in the Niagara Falls,
Cheektowaga and Tonawanda sampling areas. The method used
in this study to measure the LCICs in soil samples had
detection limits which varied for each sample and LCIC and
which were approximately 0.2 parts per billion (0.2 ppb).
The hexachlorocyclohexanes, also known as benzenehexa-
chlorides (BHCs), were generally detected in less than half
of the samples at levels as high as 4108 ppb or 4.1 ppm.
l,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB) was found in 649 of 655 samples at
levels as high as 19.8 ppb. l,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB)
was found to be present in 683 of 685 samples, at levels to
167 ppb. l,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene was found in 665 of 676



I
samples at levels to 182 ppb. 2-chloronaphthalene was
detected in somewhat more than half of the 640 samples at
levels as high as 0.32 ppb.

Typical Additional Exposure

For hexachlorocyclohexane isomers, known as A-BHC,
B-BHC, D-BHC, and G-BHC, are also among the LCICs. These
compounds, particularly G-BHC (lindane), have been widely
used as insecticides and in veterinary and human medicine.
A-BHC and G-BHC are among the chemical residues detected most
frequently in foods in market basket surveys conducted by the
us Food and Drug Administration. For 300 food composites
analyzed in 1976-77, A-BHC and G-BHC were found in more than
10% of the samples, at levels from 1 to 14 ppb. B-BHC and
D-BHC were also found occasionally at levels from 1 to 13
ppb. Typical adult dietary intake of the four BHC isomers
was estimated to be about one microgram (millionth of a gram)
per day, about the amount contained in 1/4 pound of dirt
contaminated at 10 ppb or in 1/4 gram of soil at 4000 ppb.

l,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB), l,2,4-trichlorobenzene
(TCB), l,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene (TeCB) and
2-chloronaphthalene (CNP) belong to a class of chemicals
known as chlorinated aromatic compounds. DCB and TCB are
liquids at normal temperatures while TeCB and CNP are waxy
solids. The compounds have been used as solvents, chemical
intermediates in making other compounds, lubricants and
in3ecticides. No data are available regarding typical
dietary intake of these compounds.

To~icity

The four BHCs are not very toxic on an acute basis nor
have they been found to cause cancer or mutagenic or
reproductive problems in humans. However, mice and rats fed
diets containing BHC for their lifetime have developed liver
cancer. In these laboratory studies the exposure levels are
roughly 1.5 million times the exposure than people normally
receive from their food. DCB, TCB, TeCB and CNP have not been
studied for adverse health effects as much as the BHCs.
However, sufficient information is available to suggest that
the liver and kidneys are most likely to be affected. The
smallest amount of chemical which caused an effect for any
of these chlorinated aromatic compounds is more than 1000
times greater than the amount a person would take in from a
1/4 pound of soil containing 200 ppb.

Summary

Thus, based on the available information, the levels of
individual LCICs observed in this study do not present a
hazard to persons living in the areas that were sampled.



Appendix F. Reilly Response to Citizen's Clearinghouse for
Hazardous Waste
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Ms. Lois Gibbs
Executive Director
Citizens Clearinghouse for
Hazardous Wastes. Inc.

P.O. Box 926
Arlington, virginia 22216

Dear Ms. Gibbs:

I appreciated very much the chance to meet you in January
and hear in detail your concerns about Lov~ Canal. This letter
responds to the issue~ you raisf?dduring our conversation and to
your recent written comments on the Love Canal Habitability
study. I know I promised to get back to you promptly. The delay
in responding to you r@flects the fact that a great deal of
examination, thought, and consultation has gone into my review.
Love Canal, as you know, has a complex history.

I have considered your comments and looked into the
Habitability study itself. I have consulted with the Agen~y's
General Coung~l Don Elliott, ~egional Administrator Connie
Eristoff, Assistant Administrator Don Clay, with members of the
Peer Review Panel that evaluated the Study, and with others. The
overriding question I have focused on is "have we complied with
the law?" I am now satisfied that the answer to that question is
"yes." Specifically, I have concluded that the Love Canal
Habitability St.udywas conducted in full conformance with the
law, that it was rigorously designed and carried out to ensure
that it was scientifically sound and unbiased, and that it was
subjected to full scrutiny and comment by nationally-recognized
independent experts and the public. All this the law demands of
EPA. We.are not called upon to make decisions about the fut~=e
land uses.of the area. .

Based upon the information in the study, decisions about the
future use of the Love Canal Emergency Declaration Area (EDA) are
being made by state and local authorities, which are the
appropriate levels of government to make such calls. State and
local agencies, in making their decisions about the future use of
the land adjacent to Love Canal and about the associated
envirohmental impacts, will clearly need to take into account tho
full range of issues, uncertainties, and public sentiments that
are present.
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Before addressing the specific issues you have raised, I
want to make very clear that the area of concern here is ~ the
Love Canal site itself. The Habitability Study was not
undertaken to assess the habitability of the Love Canal disposal
site or the two rings of homes that originally surrounded it.
These homes ~ere torn down and the land on which they stood,
along with Love Canal, are buried under a 40-acre cap with a
liner and extensive barrier drain collection system, which is
operated and maintained by New York State.: An extensive, fenced
buffer area separates the site from the Emergency Declaration
Area. The site is surrounded by monitoring wells and routine
monitoring to date shows that this containment system is working
effectively. Thus, the area assessedby the HabitabilityStudy -
- the Emergency DeclarationArea -- is outside of the Love Canal
Site.

In this letter, I want to address the issues raised during
our meeting and in your subsequent written comments. It may be
helpful first to recount briefly the background of the Love Canal
Habitability Study. As you know, in 1982 the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services issued a.decisionon the habitability
of the Love Canal Emergency Declaration Area. This decision was
based on the results of an extensive environmental sampli~g
program in which several thousand samples were collected and
analyzed for a broad spectrum of chemicals. Except for
contamination in Love Canal area sewers and creeks, which has now
been cleaned up, the study found no indication that any Love
Canal chemicals had migrated into the Emergency Declaration Area.

It is important to note that another federal agency, the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, determined that the
Emergency Declaration Area was suitable for residential use
provided that the EDA Sewers and their 90ntaminated drainage
tracts were remediated and that continuous safeguards were in
place to monitor the site and prevent further leakage from it.
These tasks were accomplished as part of the Love C~nal
remediation program: the New York State Department of Health
concurred in this finding.

After this decision, however, some issues were raised about
how this program to sample and analyze chemicals in the EDA W3$
designed and carried out. To provide further assurances that the
habitability decision was technically sound, EPA decided that a
second study on habitability should be conducted. This second
study, which began in 1983, was subsequently mandated by the
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986.

To respond to the concerns you raised in your meeting with
me, I have reviewed the following issues: (1) whether the EPA
Habitability Study was conducted in conformance with the law; (2)
whether ~it is scientifically sound; and (3) whether it was
conducted with full public consultation.



Additional Verbal Comments

Verbal comments were received by the Health Liaison Program (Charlene Thiemann) and the
NYDEC Love Canal Public Information Office (Michael Podd) and have been characterized
below by the recipients of the comments.

Louise Lewis, Love Canal Environmental Action Committee

1. Remaining residents want the remedial work done quickly and do not want to wait two
years for its completion.

Unnamed Love Canal residents

2. The report should have included a feasibility study for remediation and not just analysis
of sampling data.

A safety hazard may be created, particularly near sidewalks, if 6 inches of soil are re-
moved and not replaced.

3.

4. The State should consider removal without replacement at vacant properties, but the re-
moved soil should be replaced with clean fill where homes are occupied.
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Responses to Public Comment

Citizen's Clearinghouse for Hazardous Waste

1. This report is not a Remedial Plan. It is an assessment of the depth of soil in EDA 2-3 that
would need to be removed to remediate soil contamination. Two new paragraphs have
been added to the end of the Introduction section (p. 2) to make this clear. Responses
to the detailed points are addressed below.

The State believes that the original habitability criteria are scientifically sound and ap-
propriate for the Love Canal and that these criteria should serve as the standard for re-
mediation in EDA 2-3. These criteria are the product of many years of effort by the
governments' TBchnical Review Committee, independent scientific advisors and the
public. All discussions and decisions, including those related to the selection of com-
parison areas and the interpretation of data from these areas, were made in open public
meetings. The decisions were subjected to independent peer and public review both
before and after being implemented. A response to the letter of May 3, 1990 from NRDC
has already been provided by William K. Reilly, Administrator of the USEPA (Appendix F).

2.

3. Comparison areas in Niagara Falls are not "known to be contaminated" in any general
way with wastes from Occidental Petroleum/Hooker Chemical or anyone else. Soils
containing elevated levels of Love Canal Indicator Chemicals (LCICs) were discovered
in the parking lot of the Niagara Community Church after the Habitability Study was
completed. This property is in the southeastern corner of the Census Tract 221 com-
parison area. The contamination was determined to be localized to that area and the
effect of its presence in the area on the comparisons in the Habitability Study was eval-
uated. A panel of independent experts reviewed the information in a public meeting and
agreed that the presence of this area of contamination did not invalidate or influence the
results of the Habitability Study.

Area-wide sources of LCICs such as emissions from incinerators were specifically con-
sidered by the Expert Panel, TRC and peer reviewers when the. comparison areas were
being selected. The Niagara Falls comparison areas were specifically included in the
study in order to discriminate these possible sources of LCICs in the EDA from Love
Canal sources.

4. The New York Department of Health did issue a statement regarding the risks to public
health of the levels of contamination found in the EDA and comparison areas (Appen-
dix E). Webster's Third New International Dictionary (1986) defines safe as "freed from
harm, injury, or risk: no longer threatened by danger or injury; secure from threat of
danger, harm, or loss". In an absolute sense, the EDA, as indeed any neighborhood,
cannot be considered safe.

Habitability for the EDA was defined in relative terms rather than absolute terms. As
described by the habitability criteria, the issue in the EDA is whether chemicals from the
Love Canal migrated so as to render the surrounding EDA not habitable. The compar-
isons with the Niagara Falls neighborhoods were more appropriate than those with
Cheektowaga and Tonawanda to resolve this issue.

Cleanup cannot "eliminate health risks". The comparison approach taken in this study
and the potential remediation seeks to assess and restore the EDA to what it wou Id be
had the Love Canal not been there.
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5. No "hot spots" of LCIC contamination have been identified "throughout EDA 2 and 3".
Contamination in the storm sewer along Frontier Avenue is not relevant to habitability
of EDA 2-3, and it is being remediated separately from potential remediation of soils in
EDA 2-3.

6. The importance of swales to transport of contamination from the Love Canal to EDA 2-3
was considered by the habitability decision (NYDOH, 1988 pp. 25-26). Data do not su pport
the contention that swales and historically wet areas "have always had higher levels of
contamination", and the data do not support a hypothesis that swales have deposited
chemical contamination from the Love Canal in EDA 2-3 even though considerable effort
was expended to assess the possibility.

The potential presence of contamination in soil deeper than twelve inches is not at this
time of public health significance to the EDA. Buried contamination is still being discov-
ered in many areas of western New York and indeed throughout the State. When dis-
covered during excavation for development or building expansion, its health significance
is evaluated and appropriate steps taken to prevent exposure of future residents. The
data suggest that the EDA is no different than any other part of Niagara Falls in this re-
gard. If such contamination is discovered in the future, it will be addressed in the same
manner as it is being handled elsewhere.

7.

8. As noted above, this report is not the Remedial Plan. Other remediation alternatives
have been assessed.

9. A response to the document entitled Comments on the Love Canal Habitability Study has
already been provided by William K. Reilly, Administrator of the USEPA (Appendix F).
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Citizens' Environmental Coalition

1. Median hexachlorobenzene (HxCB) concentrations in soils from this study are probably
biased high, because the sample locations selected were those with the highest LCIC
soil concentrations in the Habitability Study so that the statistical problems caused by a
high number of non-detects could be minimized. Even so, the median HxCB concen-
tration in the top 3 inches of soil was 3.3 ppb and 3.5 ppb in the next 3 inches. At
6-12 inches the median HxCB was 1.7 ppb. The highest HxCB concentration found in any
sample was 380 ppb (in the top 3 inches of a core). The highest concentration in any
core for the 6-12 inch depth was 65 ppb. Clearly remediation will reduce any risk posed
by HxCB in the soil, but the presence of these concentrations of HxCB do not alter the
conclusions presented in the NYDOHfact sheet entitled Love Canal Soil Assessment In-
dicator Chemicals, May 1988 (Appendix E).

"Cleaning up to background" requires a comparison approach and the definition of
"background". Remediation of EDA 2-3 to address contamination of the surface 6 inches
of soil is equivalent to cleaning up this area to the level of "background" for this region
of Niagara Falls. The Habitability Study comparison areas were chosen because they
were not influenced by the Love Canal or other sites of hazardous waste disposal. Re-
moval of the surface 6 inches of soil in EDA 2-3 would result in the remaining soils being
no more contaminated than soil in neighborhoods not influenced by hazardous waste
disposal sites. This remediation is equivalent to restoring the area to what it would be
had the Love Canal not been there.

2.

3.

As stated in the Habitability Decision (NYDOH,1988), risks posed to residents in EDA 2-3
are now greater than those to residents of the comparison areas and would therefore
require remediation for residential use of the area. However, there is no "significant
threat" in EDA 2-3 to eliminate. As noted in Appendix E and in the Habitability Decision,
even without remediation, contamination in EDA 2-3 is not an immediate health threat to
residents in the area. In addition, commercial or industrial uses of 'EDA 2-3 would not
require remediation.

The Habitability Criteria clearly define "habitable" as "suitable for human habitation", and
discuss this definition at some length (COC and NYOOH, 1986, Appendix 4). Habitability
for the EDA was defined in relative terms rather than absolute terms. Webster's Third
New International Dictionary (1986) defines safe as "freed from harm, injury, or risk: no
longer threatened by danger or injury; secure from threat of danger, harm, or loss". In
an absolute sense, the EDA,as indeed any neighborhood, cannot be considered safe.
The Habitability Study results indicate that chemicals from the Love Canal are not a
source of additional risk to residents living in the habitable portion of the EDA.

4. G.-oundwater testing was considered during formulation of the Habitability Criteria and
re}ected as a criterion because the exposure potential from shallow and deep grou nd-
water was considered to be low, as the neighborhood is served by public water from the
Niagara Falls and Wheatfield systems (COC and NYDOH, 1986, f\ppendix 9). In addition,
data indicated that groundwater was not a major route of transport of contaminants from
the Love Canal into the EDA. Groundwater testing is being carried out by NYDEC to
monitor containment of the Love Canal.

Exposure to contaminants in groundwater remains unlikely, and there is no clear evi-
dence that the Love Canal is contributing to groundwater contamination in the Love Ca-
nal vicinity. The current groundwater monitoring program at the Love Canal will provide
ample time to take any necessary precautions to prevent exposure of residents to pos-
sible groundwater contamination in the event that a potential risk of such exposure is
identified.
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1. This study was carried out under the authority of State law (Article 27 of the Environ-
mental Conservation Law and Section 1388 of the Public Health Law). The National
Contingency Plan (NCP) is not applicable.

This report is not a Remedial Plan for EDA 2-3. NYDEC has prepared a Cost Analysis
Report and would prepare detailed design documents if remediation is carried out after
a final land use determination has been made for EDA 2-3. A new paragraph has been
added to the end of the Introduction section (p. 2) in this report to clarify the matter.

2.

The specific issues which are provided as examples of inconsistencies with the NCP
{e.g. investigation of toxicity, bioaccumulation potential, and persistence of wastes;
routes of exposure; risks to health; etc.) were addressed in the formulation of the Habit-
ability Criteria (CDC and NYDOH, 1986) and thus evaluated by the Habitability Study.

The State believes that the original habitability criteria are scientifically sound and ap-
propriate for the Love Canal and that these criteria should serve as the standard for re-
mediation in EDA 2-3. These criteria are the product of many years of effort by the
governments' Technical Review Committee, independent scientific advisors and the
public. All discussions and decisions, including those related to the selection of com-
parison areas and the interpretation of data from these areas, were made in open public
mf~etings. The decisions were subjected to independent peer and public review both
before and after being implemented. A response to the letter of May 3, 1990 from NRDC
has already been provided by William K. Reilly, Administrator of the USEPA (Appendix F).

3. As noted above, this report is not a Remedial Plan for EDA 2-3. Alternative remedial
measures were considered and rejected as not feasible or practical.

Groundwater testing was considered during formulation of the Habitability Criteria and
rejected as a criterion because the exposure potential from shallow and deep ground-
water was considered to be low, as the neighborhood is served by public water from the
Niagara Falls and Wheatfield systems (CDC and NYDOH, 1986, Appendix 9). In addition,
data indicated that groundwater was not a major route of transport of contaminants from
the Love Canal into the EDA. Groundwater testing is being carried out by NYDEC to
monitor containment of the Love Canal.

4.

Exposure to contaminants in groundwater remains unlikely, and there is no clear evi-
dence that the Love Canal is contributing to groundwater contamination in the Love Ca-
nal vicinity. The current groundwater monitoring program at the Love Canal will provide
ample time to take any necessary precautions to prevent exposure of residents to pos-
sible groundwater contamination in the event that a potential risk of such exposure is
identified.

There are no bodies of surface water in EDA 2-3.

5. If remediation is carried out, detailed design documents will consider any potential harm
associated with remediation and ways to mitigate that potential harm.

As noted in the Cost Analysis Report, all waste materials from EDA 2-3 would be non-
hazardous solid waste. Two alternatives for the disposal of removed soil have been
considered in that report.

6.

7. The Love Canal Indicator Chemicals (LCICs), which included chloronaphthalene in addi-
tion to the three chlorobenzenes and hexachlorocyclohexanes, represent chemicals dis-
posed of at the Love Canal that have the potential to move through soil and are
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sufficiently persistent to remain today even if they had moved into the EDA many years
ago. The LCICs are believed to be good indicators of potential movement of contam-
ination from the Love Canal to EDA neighborhoods. Therefore, one would expect that
other chemicals associated with the Love Canal which may be present in the EDA would
be at similarly low concentrations.

If remediation is carried out, detailed design documents will address the potential for
exposure during remediation and its mitigation.

8. This study did not assume that soil in EDI\ 2-3 is stratified in a regular or uniform manner.
The Habitability Study focused on the top 12 inches of soil because that is the depth
where exposure of residents might occur from normal activities (e.g. playing in the yard,
gardening). The soil depths in this study were chosen based on practical limitations to
any excavation of soil.

9. The data from this study were compared with similar results from the Habitability Study.
As pointed out in the report, the differences found in this study relative to previous data
from the Habitability Study could be a consequence of the different analytical procedures
used.

10. Soil moisture, soil type, organic content and vegetation were not relevant parameters to
the hypothesis being tested by this study. Soil samples were taken from locations that
had exhibited the highest concentrations of LCICs in the Habitability Study.

11. EDA 2 and 3 were not separately analyzE.d in the report because the Habitability Study
found that each of the sampling areas was significantly more contaminated with LCICs
than the Niagara Falls comparison areas and other parts of the EDA and that aggregating
the four neighborhoods within EDA 2-3 had no effect on the comparisons with other ar-
eas. The statistical comparisons presented in Table 3 of this report have been separately
carried out for EDA2 and EDA3 (Table D-1). The conclusions reached for the combined
area also apply to each of the areas separately.

12. A'6 noted above, this study was carried out under the authority of State law (Article 27 of
ttH~Environmental Conservation Law and Section 1388 of the Public Health Law).

13. Remediation would be conducted under the same authority.

14. The comments have been made a part of the report and responses provided. This is the
final study report.

NYDEC has utilized the findings of this report in formulating the Cost Analysis Report. If,
after a final land use determination has been made for EDA 2-3, remediation is carried
out, NYDECwould prepare detailed design documents.

There is no administrative procedure for appeal of these comments. In New York State
all governmental actions are subject to judicial review under Article 78 of the Civil Prac-
tice Law and Rules.
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Table 3 (p. 7) is copied below for ease of comparison:
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Table D-1. Comparison of LCIC concentrations in various portions of cores from EDA 2 and
EDA 3. The z value is the calculated normal variate from the Wilcoxon signed
rank test and p is the probability (one-tailed) that the inequality is true. NDs
treated as 0 values.

LCIC
0-3' > 3-12' 0-6- > 6-12' 0-3 - > 3-6-

z P N z P N z P N

EDA 2

1,2-dichlorobenzene 3.091 0.999 41 4.205 0.999 41 2.144 0.984 40

1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 3.816 0.999 44 4.552 1.000 43 2:676 0.996 42

1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene 4.015 0.999 44 4.843 1.000 44 2.474 0.993 44
hexachlorobenzene 1.984 0.976 44 3.198 0.999 44 -1.622 0.052 44

a-HCCH 3.560 0.999 38 4.452 1.000 38 2.334 0.990 35

{J-HCCH 1.285 0.901 18 2.199 0.986 18 0.402 0.656 17

y-HCCH 1.248 0.894 19 2.334 0.990 19 1.241 0.893 18
o-HCCH -.365 0.358 4 -.730 0.232 4 0.000 0.500 3

EDA 3

1,2-dichlorobenzene 1.706 0.956 33 2.752 0.997 33 -.530 0.298 29

1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 1.607 0.946 37 3.477 0.999 37 0.083 0.533 37

1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene 1.494 0.932 37 3.304 0.999 37 -.401 0.344 36
hexachlorobenzene 0.588 0.722 37 2.082 0.981 36 -1.461 0.072 36

a-HCCH 1.057 0.855 24 2.386 0.991 24 0.114 0.545 22

{J-HCCH 0.296 0.616 9 0.711 0.761 9 0.840 0.800 8

y-HCCH 1.784 0.963 10 2.293 0.989 10 1.244 0.893 9
o-HCCH 1.604 0.946 3 1.604 0.946 3 1.604 0.946 3

Table 3. Comparison of LCIC concentrations in various portions of cores from EDA 2-3. The
z value is the calculated normal variate from the Wilcoxon signed rank test and p
is the probability (one-tailed) that the inequality is true. NDs treated as 0 values.

LCIC
0-3' > 3-12' 0-6' > 6-12' 0-3' > 3-6'

z P N z P N z P N

1,2-dichlorobenzene 3.5690 0.9998 74 5.0371 1.0000 74 1.0762 0.8591 69

1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 4.0656 1.0000 81 5.7747 1.0000 80 1.8962 0.9710 79

1,2,3,4-tetrachlorobenzene 4.0656 1.0000 81 5.7959 1.0000 81 1.5132 0.9349 80
hexachlorobenzene 2.1046 0.9823 81 3.8682 0.9999 80 -2.2327 0.0128 80

a-HCCH 3.6317 0.9999 62 5.0655 1.0000 62 1.7758 0.9621 57

{J-HCCH 1.2253 0.8898 27 1.8139 0.9652 27 0.8476 0.8017 25

y-HCCH 2.1083 0.9825 29 3.1246 0.9991 29 1.5977 0.9449 27
o-HCCH 1.1832 0.8816 7 0.8452 0.8010 7 1.3628 0.9135 6
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Section 312(e) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compen~ation, and Li~bility Act (CERCLA) directed EPA to "conduct
or cause to be conducted a habitability and land use study" which
would assess the risks associated with inhabiting the Emergency
Declaration Area; compare the level of hazardous waste
contamination in the Emergency Declaration Area to "that present
in other comparable communities: and assess the potential uses of
the land within the Emergency Declaration Area, including but not
limited to residential, industrial, commercial and recreational
uses, and the risks associated with such potential uses. r have
concluded that the Habitability Study fulfills those statutory
requirements for the following reasons.

The Habitability study assesses the risks associated with
inhabiting the Emergency Declaration Area in a number of ways.
First, it compares the levels of ,certain indicator chemicals in
the Emergency Declaration Area soil to the levels found in four
comparable communities. These indicator chemicals were deemed by
the scientists conducting the study to be representative of those
chemicals which would likely have been present if the area had
been affected by chemicals from the Love Canal disposal site.
The comp~rison approach used in the Study assesses the relative --

risks of inhabiting the Emergency Declaration Area by comparing
contamination levels in the EDA to levels found in comparable
residential communities which are presently inhabited but are not
affected by a chemical landfill.

Moreover, the Technical Review Committee, which was created
in August of 1983 in order to develop a scientifically sound
approach for determining the habitability of the Emergency
Declaration Area and to provide high-level oversight of all .Love
Canal matters, thoroughly evaluated the various approaches that
could be used to conduct the study. The Technical Review
Committee was comprised of experts from EPA, the Centers for
Disease Control, the New York State Department of Health, and the
New York State Department of Environmantal Conservation. After
extensive deliberation, and public discussion, the Technical
Review Committee concluded that the comparative approach used in
the study was the most scientifically sound way to assess the
habitability of the Emergency Declaration Area, particularly in
light of the lack of relevant standards for the chemicals that
might be found in the EDA and the lack of toxicological data for
these chemicals.
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The use of the comparative approach was supported by EPA's
independent panel of scientific experts, including
representatives from the New York University Medical Center, Yale
University School of Medicine, the University of California
School of Public Health, the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard University, the
University of Texas, and other institutions. This expert peer
review panel, which held a meeting on May 10-11, 1989 to discuss
New York State's Habitability Decision, concluded that "the lack
of appropriate toxicological data for the many chemicals present
in the Canal and the lack of standards of acceptability for these
chemicals makes the exposure and risk assessment approach
unworkable at this time."

In conducting the Study, the Technical Review Committee
recommended an approach that went beyond the comparison of
comparable communities, as discussed in your letter. The
Habitability study went to great lengths to assess the risks of
inhabitin9 the Emergency Declaration Area by analyzing
approximately 2300 surface soil samples taken from this area to
determine whether they contained levels of 2,3,7,8-
tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) tn exces~'of the 1 part per
billion (ppb) level of concern established through a quantitative
risk assessment as a standard by the Centers for Disease Control.
The Technical Review Committee focused on TCDD because this 1 ppb
level of concern was the only relevant standard available for
chemicalsin the EmergencyDeclarationArea. .

Only one Emergency Declara~ion Area soil sample (from a
vacant lot) was found to contain TCDD at a level in excess of the
1 ppb level of concern, and that soil has since been remedi~~ed.
Ninety-seven percent of the samples did not contain ~ traces of
TCDO that could be detected by even the most sensitive analy~ical
instruments. After reviewing the results of these analyses, the
u.s. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry concluded
that "2;3,7,S-TCDD is not present in the surface soil of the
Emergency Declaration Area at a concentration of human health
concern."

Finally, the Technical Review Committee analyzed air samples
from 562 residences in the Emergency Declaration Area to
determine whether persistent chemicals from Love Canal found
their way into surrounding homes. Chlorobenzene was not detected
at all, and chlorotoluene was detected in one home. After
carefully evaluating all of the data, the Technical Review
committee determined that the presence of the chlorotoluene could
not be attributed to Love Canal. By determining whether toxic
chemicals were present in the air of Emergency Declaration Area
residences, the Technical Review Committee assessed a second path
of risks of inhabiting the EDA. The methods employed to conduct
these independent scientific reviews w~re deemed to be the most
practical and appropriate under the circumstances.
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With regard to assessing the potential alternative uses and
risks of those uses as required by the statute, I believe that by
assessing the risks of residing in the Emergency Declaration
Area, which the Technical Review Committee determined was the
highest use of the land, EPA has fulfilled 'the requirement to
assess the potential uses of land within the Emergency
Declaration Area. In developing the Habitability Criteria, Dr.
Frederick Pohland of The Georgia Institute of Technology stated
that "(tJhe most sensitive habitability criteria would, I think,
be applied to individual residences and so, in a way we would
cover just about any other option should the decision be for
something other than residences."

EPA has been cooperating with the state agencies which have
evaluated the potential uses of the land in the Emergency
Declaration Area. By funding both the Love Canal Land Use
Advisory Committee, as well as the Love Canal Area Revitalization
Agency, and by assessing the risks of residing in the Emergency
Declaration Area and thus~ in effect, the risks of other
potential USQS, I believe that EPA has complied with the
statutory requirements of CERCLA section 312{e) (3).

with respect to the second matter, scientific validity,
after a thorough review, I have concluded that the Habitabili~y
study was conducted in a scientifically sound manner. To assure
the study's scientific validity, the Technical Review Committee
convened a panel of distinguished scientists from across the
nation nominated by TRC members and the public to assist in
developing the criteria for determining whether the Emergency
Declaration Area was habitable. The habitability criteria, the
pilot studies, and the design and results of the Habitability
Study were scrutinized by EPA's peer review panel comprised of
independent scientific experts.

The peer review panel, which reviewed the results of the
Habitability Study, unanimously concluded that "each of the
component parts of the habitability study was well planned, well
executed, and had a high level of data quality assurance, and
that the resulting data are of high quality and are appropriate
for making a determination on habitability." EPA's independent
review of the study has also concluded it was scientifically
sound and unbiased. To further assure myself, I spoke personally
and at some length with several scientists on the peer review
panel who all assured me that in their opinion the study was
valid and appropriate.
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With respect to the third issue you raised concerning public
involvement in conducting and reviewing the study, the Technical
Review Committee held decision-making meetings at four to six
week intervals throughout the entire, 6-year course of the study.
All of these meetings -- a total of fifty -- were held in a
public forum open and accessible to all. These meetings were
advertised in local newspapers and through extensive mailings;
they were held in convenient locations in Niagara Falls.

Before closing, I want to take particular note of your final
concern about the broader public pOlicy implications. Love Canal
has become a national symbol for the environmental threats we
face from hazardous waste and a powerful impetus to take strong
steps to prevent such events from ever occurring again.

The role of the Federal government has been to ensure that
the Habitability Study was conducted in a credible and scientific
manner. Having done so, EPA properly, nnd in accordance with the
law, provided the Habitability Study to the State of New ~ork in
order that the appropriate settlement and land use decisions
could be made. EPA'S involvement in solving chemical
contamination problems at Love Canal will continue. The Agency
has maintained and will continue to maintain a strong role in the
ongoing investigative and cleanup work at Love Canal. Well over
$100 million in Federal funds has been expended in support of
these activities. The Agency will continue to provide funding to
New York State for other activities.

In closing, let me stress again how much I appreciate yqur
visit last January. I value the role of citizens and qrassroots
environmental organizations and applaud, in particular, your
unceasing efforts and your personal struggle to focus public
attention on the plight of your former community. Your current
work with the citizens Clearinghouse for Hazardous Wastes also
serves a valuable purpose. These are not easy issues, and my
belief is that we can both learn a great deal from each other.

Again, thank you for taking the time to raise your concerns
regarding this matter with me. My staff and I look forward to
working with you on this and other important issues.

pt ~
G {)(~:. R;< t.. I.

erely yours,

~ ~- --J
VT- --"--

~
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MAY 17 1.

Jacqueline M. Warren, Esquire
Senior Staff Attorney
Natural Resources Defense Council
~ West 20th Street
New York, New York 10011

M ADMINISTAATOA

Dear Jackie:

& you know,MondayI responded to mlIly of the concernswhichyou and Lois
Gibb$ talsed during our meeting in Ianuaxy about the Love Canal Habitability Study. In
that letter, a copy ot which is enclosed, I explained whyI believe that EPA has complied
with the statutory requirementS of CBRCLA section 312(e).

Today I wish to fe$pond to one additional issue whichyou brought to my attcntiOD
during our meeting and in your subsequent letters of February S, 1990 and May 3, 1990.
I would alsollke to take. this opportunity to thank you for taking the time to bring these
cUmcuJtissues to my attention.

In your letters, you discussyour "practicalcon~rns" as to the pre.cedential effect
on the Superfundprogram of any resettlement of thc EmergcncyDecIaratfonkea as a
result of the ftcoJDparisonanalysis"included in the HabitabDi~ Study. As I understand it,
you are coIlcemedthat a comparison.an.a.1ysiswillbe adopted as a method for assessing
risla at other Superfund sites.

As I discussed in my May 14. 1990 letter. the ~ry of Study or the Emergency
DeclaratioDArea and the resulting Statutory requiremcDu pertaining to that area contained
fn section 312(e) of the Superfund AIncndmenu and Reauthoritation Act, are site specific.
£})A's ana.1yse$-ofthe Emergency Declaration Area are scientificaDyvalid and consistent
with the requitemeDts at the statute as reprds the Emcr~ncy Declaration Area. Absent
a similar fact sftaation and statutory requirement I would not expect our actions to create
a precedent \<ODtroDina1\1ture AjcnCj declsiopmA1n~iT

I Jook forward to worms with you on this and other important issues.

Sincerely yams,

~
William X. ReiDy
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